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TOBACCO.
(JULIEN BURLING, Mental Philosophy.]
lvo. 5.
OWL
amount of fats, starch, etc.; and when
we realize the fact, we can scarcely
hel p wondering at the l11s!z'ncf, so to
speak, which, under so Inany differ-
ent conditions of climate and of na-
tural vegetation" leads man to adapt,
with such unerring precision, the
chemical constituents of the staple
forms of his food to the chemical
requirements of his body.
Secondly, he tries to drive away
cares and thonghts 'which make his
mind ill at ease.
This he does mainly by the aid of
fermented liquors.
In this case there are no excep-
tions. No matter to what race or
color he belongs, he .has done so
from time immemorial, he does so
now, and he will do ' so for all time
to come. The lord and :the beggar
THE
" Sublime Tobacco! Which from East to West
Cheers the tar's labor, and the Turkman's rest."
BYRON.
vol. VIII.
M A N , during his , brief sojournon this earth, has n1any
wants which are common to the race
in all ages.. and \vhich may be appro-
priately classified under the three
following heads.
Firstfy, he wants those things
which are absolutely necessary for the
sustenance of his material nature.
\Ve learn through chernico-physio-
logy that bread and beef contain the
. requisites for the maintenance of life.
In them we have, the fibrin; gluten,
fats and starch, which play such pro-
minent parts in the great drama of
nature.
We see, by careful, comparison
that all the various ·form s of ani-
mal or vegetable matter which dif-
erent nations adopt for food, con-
tain the same or very nearly the same
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are alike in this respect. The settled
peasant, the wandering savage, the
beggar,-all, all are given .to this
most pernicious of habits. Either
one vvay or another they attain their
end. The thing is done. All alike
procure for themselves the pleasures
and the miseries of intoxication. Be
it from the juice of the sugar-cane,
from the juice of the grape, from rye,
from potatoes, Ol~ even frorn the milk
of the Tartar mare, still, in some way
or other, 111en will produce that sub-
tle liquid, alcohol, which is the intox-
icating principle of all liquors.
17lli~dbJ~ man desires to increase
his enjoyments, both mental and phy-
sical, .and, for a time at least, to raise
them above their natural pitch.
This desire is gratified by the use of
narcotics.
Every nation on the face of the in-
habited globe uses . one or more of
these substances; and al ways for the
same encl.
It would seem, from what wecan
glean here and there among the
works of ancient writers, that sub-
stances containing more or less of the
narcotic principle have been used
from the remotest periods, for the
purpose of banishing uneasy reflec-
tions and assuaging care.
H0111er, who lived between the '
years 1044 and 907 B. C., speaks of
the use of a substance which .he calls
the "Nepenthe" or sleep producing
principle, of which mention has also
been Blade by 111any other writers of
a remote elate.
The general effect of all the nar-
cotics is the same; still each has
some distinguishing characteristic,
peculiar to itself, and productive of a
special effect. .
Of an the narcotics, tobacco is used
over the greatest area, and among
the greatest nurn bel' of people,
Opium, perhaps, comes next; and
Indian hemp, or cannabis Indica;
ranks third in the list.
It is with the first-nam ed of the
three that we have now to do .
Tobacco has been thought to be
indigenous to the tropics; but it may
be grown i11 a greater or less degree
of perfection, between lats. I 50 and
40 0 • There are 111any parts of Ame-
rica in which it is grown; "am ong'
which are places as far apart as Cana-
da, New Brunswick, Mexico, (and
the Western Coast as far as 40 0 south
latitude,) Brazil, Cuba, Trinidad and
the West Indian Islands.
It is ~ very hardy plant, as it will
gro\v and flourish both north and
south of the equator, as far as 500
therefrom ; though it attains perfec-
tion within 35 0 of latitude on either
side of the equator. 'Very fine to-
bacco is raised between I 50 and 35 0
or 40 0 north latitude, within which
space are the celebrated Philippine
Islands.
The history of tobacco is about as
follows.
In 1492, whenColumbus was on
his voyage of discovery, he saw the
chiefs of Cuba smoking what we now
call cigars; and afterwards Cortez
met with the same thing when he
penetrated into Mexico, From Ame·-·
rica tobacco was introduced into
Spain, though the date of such intro-
duction is uncertain ; and thence, in
I 58 f); it was carried into England by
. Sir Walter Raleigh It had already
been introduced into France, by Jean
" l '
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Nicot, in I 560. Mr. Lane fixes the
date of its first use in Turkey and
Arabia at the beginning of the seven-
teenth centur?, or thereabouts. And
about the year 1600 it was carried
into Java.
The I plant was, as we have seen,
unknown to Europeans until the dis-
covery of America. It was first no-
ticed by SOIne sailors who were sent
on shore by Colum bus at the island
of Cuba. They found the natives
puffing smoke through their noses
and .mouths, and were 'g reatly aston-
ished thereat, until they .learned that
it was produced by the COIn bustion
of the dried tobacco leaf.
Afterwards, as other portions of
A merica were discovered, tobacco
was found to be in ' general use in
various ways, from the north west
coast of Patagoni~, upwards.
Garcillasso speaks of the ancient
Peruvians using it, though only for
medicinal purposes, in the form of
snuff.
The Aztecs of Mexico, according
to Bernal Diaz, used pipes of wood,
varnished, and richly gilt; and min-
gled with the intoxicating tobacco the
liquid arn bel' and various aromatic
heros.
The use of the pulverized dry
leaf, or snuff, was first noticed by
Roman Pane, a friar, who accorn pa-
nied Columbus on his second voyage,
'The natives, he found, took it as a
purgative medicine, snuffing it up
through. hollow canes.
Thus all the modes in which the
tobacco plant is now used stem to
have been familiar to the ancient
American races: nay, its use in the
New \Vorld has been traced back to
. still more remote periods, by means f
of the pipes found in mounds which
. were the burial places of unknown
races, that inhabited the continent
before the Indian tribes of the days
of Colurn bus.
\Vhen tobacco was first introduced
into England, King James 1. im posed
heavy duties upon those who were
caught using it. . Nay, what was
even worse-s-for those who \vere
obliged to read it-the royal pedant
took up the cudgels himself, against
all recalcitrant smokers, in a learned
work which he styled "A Counter-
blast~"
The Russian laws condemned
those who used tobacco, for the first
offence to the torture of the knout,
and for the second to death.
Other governments also took mea-
sures more or less severe with the
same object, but all in vain. All
this opposition and persecution only
tended to increase the consum ption
of the weed ; for they had . the very
natural effect of exciting the people's
curiosity and thereby tempting them
to try its effects. The Orientals were
told by their priests that smoking was
contrary to their religion; and yet we
see that they have become the great-
est smokers in the world, In India,
Siam and Burrnah, both sexes smoke;
even, according to IV1r. Crawford ,
children, no more than three years of
age.
vVe will now exarnine into the use
of tobacco.
N ext to salt, tobacco is perhaps the
most used of all the articles consum-
ed by man. Its use has, indeed,
become even more extensive than its
cultivation. 'I'ea may possibly com-
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pete with it, as to which has the more
extensive use ,; but nothing else can.
Consider what an enormous quantity
of it is consumed in the United
States alone in the course of a single
year, and then think what its con-
sum ption must be, 'when it is used
as far north as civilization extends;
and as far south, I might say, as hu-
manity reaches.
One of the most remarkable cir-
cumstances connected with the histo-
ry of tobacco, is the rapidity with
which its consumption has increased.
In 166z, the quantity' raised by Vir-
ginia) then the most productive coun- ·
try on the Atlantic shores, was 60,-
000 Ibs; and the quantity exported
frorn that country in 1089 was only
120)000 lbs. . During the time that
has elapsed between that period and
the present, the produce of the At-
lantic Coast has risen to twice as
nlany millions of pounds.
, The enormous rate at which the use
of tobacco has increased in the British
Islands, rnay be judged from the ' fact
that whi le in , th e abovementioned
year ' ( I 689) the total iln portation was
120,000 lbs. part of which quantity
was reexported, the amount COnSUlTI-
cd annually in the United Kingdom
alone, in 185'3, was about 30,000,-
000 lbs.!
On the authority of IV1 r. Johnson"
I give the following figures, as repre-
senting in pounds, the amount vof
tobacco entered for home .consum p-
tion in Great Britain and Ireland.
Years. Its.
1851 ' 28,062,84 1
1852 28.35 8,733
1853 29,737,5 61
And since then its consumption has
been and is on the increase, and that
very rapidly.
On the continent of Europe, as a
general thing, its use is seriously res-
tricted by the heavy duties imposed
on it. And yet the quantity consum-
ed in the United Kingdom is said to
be less than in most other European
nations, being at the present time
about 19 oz. per head per annum;
while in France it is about 19 or 20 .
oz., the greater part of which is used
in the form of snuff. In Denmark
it amounted, in 1848, to as much as
70 oz. or 4~ lbs per head. In Bel-
gium it ·a ve rages 73~ oz.; and so 0 .1
in the other states of the Old World.
But in some of the states of N orth
America the arnount greatly exceeds
those figures; and among the Eastern .
nations, where no duty is imposed on
tobacco, its consumption is believed
to be still greater.
'[he following figures are gi ven on
the authority of IVI r. Crawford, who
in making an average estimate of the ,
consumption of tobacco by the whole
human race, reckons their num bel'S
.at a thousand ill i11ions, the amount
per head at 70 oz., and the total pro-
duce and consumption of this nar-
, cotic at two millions of tons, or four
thousand four hundred a~d eighty
millions of pounds J •
Estimating the average yield at 800
lbs. per acre, the calculation would
show that five and a half millions of
acres of land have to be kept con-
tinually under cultivation, for tobacco
alone. The people of the United
States are by far the largest tobacco
growers in' the world; as is proved by
the census returns for the t\VO last
decennial periods. The estimate
1874.] 7ooacco.
in 1840, was 2 19,163,3 I 9 lbs.,
in 1850, " 299,752,546 Ibs.,
which is about one-twentieth part of
the total produce of the globe.
The next point for consideration
will be the uarictics of tobacco.
As many as forty different varieties
of this plant are known to botanists.
Tobacco is the common name of a
species of plant of the genus Mcotza-
na, natural order, Solanacece.
This order, it is well to remark
here, is very noticeable for the num-
ber of genera belonging to it, which
include plants possessing narcotic and
highly poisonous properties, and use-
ful edible plants. Of the fanner we
have the bella donna or deadly night-
shade, stramonium or thorn apple,
hyoscyamus or henbane, and n1any
others of the same nature, Of the
latter \~e have the tomato, lettuce and
potato; which last affords the poison-
ous principle solanine.
The deri vation of the name tobac-
co, is uncertain; some attributing its
ongin to the Indian word taoacos
which was the narne given by the
Caribs to the pipe in which they
smoked the weed; others deriving it
from Tabasco, a province in -Mexico,
and othersfrorn yet other sources.
Be thi s however as it n1ay, the title of
the genus to which it belongs is un-
doubted ly derived from the name of
a certain French Am bassador to Por-
tuga l) called]ean Nicot, who brought
SCll11e tobacco from Lisbon into
F rance in the year 156o.
Of the Virginian tobacco (l\TzcotLana
1abaCU1Jl) at least eight varieties are
d istinguished and named; and of the
COn ll110n green tobacco (j\Z Rusti-
ca) pe rhaps as n:any more.
The culture of tobacco is not an
easy task by any means; as there
are Il1any circumstances which af-
fect the plant injuriously or other-
wise, as regards the properties for
which it is prized. The climate, the
soil, the mode of culture, the kind of
manure used, the period at which the
leaves are gathered, the manner in
which they .are dried and cured, with
many minor circumstances, have
their influence on the quality of the
tobacco.
Moreover, a very marked differ-
ence in the quality of tobacco results
from the greater or less distance
whence it is carried to market,
Well packed tobacco (according to
1\-1 r. ] ohnston \ like some wines, im-
proves by a sea voyage; and in gen-
eral, all tobaccos, like good wine,
im prove by age. 4 In the former case
the tobacco undergoes a species of
fermentation by which its flavor is
mellowed; and in the latter case, as
we shall see presently, some of the
volatile oils which are contained in
the natural leaf are given off, and the
value of the tobacco thereby enhan-
ced.
As with tea and coffee so with the
tobacco plant, the places in which
the very finest qualities are raised are
very few.
Cuba heads the list, as the country
in which tobacco attains its greatest
perfection; then comes Luzon, one
of the Philippine Islands, from which
Manilla cheroots are exported. Ca-
doe, in Java, produces a fine but very
strong tobacco, which is raised with-
out manure, the crops being grown
alternately with those of rice. Fine
tobaccos are also grown in the differ-
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ent districts of Hindostan, In West-
ern Asia, the most highly prized to-
baccos are' those of Latakai, or Lata-
kia, in Syria, and of Shiraz in Persia.
'The former (like the Chinese tobacco,
which is a very mild and agreeable
species.) is the leaf of the 1\~ Rusuca,
and the latter is that of the N Per-
.si ca.
From the preceding remarks it
ll1ay be seen in how wide a range of
latitude tobacco can be grown. Still,
as I have already hinted, the districts
w here the best kinds are raised are
. both limited in extent and few in
, number.
Tobacco, to have a delicately fla-
vored leaf, needs a warm summer for
its production; for, though it is a
hardy plant, it can be seen by a glance
at the following table, how great an
influence climate exerts on it. The
following figures, ~vhich show the dif-
, fe rent prices in the English market,
and consequently the difference in
quality between the tobaccos of differ-
ent countries, are given on the au -
thority of 1\1t. Johnston.
Canada ... ,; . . . . 4d. per lb.
Kentucky, . . . . . 6d.
Virginian . . . . . . 7d.
San Domingo. . 8d.
1\1aryland .. : . . . 9d.
Turkey.... .. .. gd.
Columbian..... Iod.
Cuba ' IS. 6d.
Havanna 3s. 6d.
In a certain valley in Holland
called Guelderland, about t\VO mil-
lions of pounds are annually raised.
Of this one half is bought by the
French government, 'and used for
making cigars' and snuff. 'The rest
is sent to North America, and even,
singularly enough, to Cuba itself.
The leaf is very fine, containing none
of those fibres by \vhich other toba~­
co leaves are distinguished; and
hence it is used to roll or form the
outside covers of cigars. The cherni-
cal constitution of this leaf thus ren-
ders it independent of its market
value.
Chinese tobacco, which is also very
fine is used for the same purpose.
(70 be conltlzued.)
Jile Eagle and the Owl.
I
THE EAGLE AND .rm: OWL,
(BY A BIRD OF PEACE.)
Translatedfro»: Lafontaine, Book v., Fable XVIII.
The Eagle and the Owl, resolved to cease
Their war, embraced in pledge ,of future peace.
On faith of King, on faith of 0\v1, they swore
That they \\70u1d eat each other's chicks no more.
" But know you mine t " said. Wisdom's Bird.
,, 'Not I, indeed," the Eagle cried.
" The worse for that," the Owl replied ;
" I fear your oath's a useless word:
,I fear that you, as King, will not
Consider duly who or what.
You kings and gods, of what's before ye
Are apt to make one category.
Adieu, my young, if you should meet them 1" )
".Describe t~en1, t~en; or let me gI~eet them; \
And 'O l~ Iny life I will not eat them",' ,-
The Eagle said. The Owl replied,
" J\1y .little ones, I say with pride,
For grace of form cannot be Inatched,-
The prettiest birds that e'er were hatched.
.By this you cannot fail to know them;
'Tis needless therefore that I show them.
Pray, don't forget; but keep this mark in view,
Lest fate should curse 111y happy nest by you."
At length God gives the Owl" a set of heirs,
And while at early eve abroad he fares,
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In quest of birds and mice for food,
Our Eagle haply spies the brood,
As on some craggy rock they sprawl, I
Or nestle in SOD1e ruined wall, "(
(But which it matters not at all.) )
"And thinks them ugly little frights,
Grim, sad, with voice like shrieking sprites.
" These chicks," said he, "with looks almost infernal,
Can't be the darlings of our friend nocturnal.
I'll sup off them." And so he did, not slightly:-
(fIe never sups, if he can "lielp it, lightly).
The Owl returned ;-and, sad, he found
"Nought left but claws upon the ground.
He prayed the "gods above and gods below
To smite the brigand who had caused his woe,
Quoth one, " On you alone the blame must fall;
Or rather on the law of nature,
Which wills that every earthly creature
Shall think its like the loveliest of all.
You told the Eagle of your young ones' graces; }
You gave the picture of their faces.-
Had it of likeness any traces?
Bear) then, your fate, without grimaces."
[Jan.
-~. f·
1he Adventures of a Strone-minded Kzllen.
'I'H.E ADVI\NTUH.ES ()F A S1'RONG-l\JINDE.D 1{rr1'}1~N;
A STORY OF CALIFORNIAN LIFE.
(BY j. P. , RO\VE.)
CHAPTER ~III.-A " ..r:vezv Departure."
I6y
l(lTTY did not long ren1ain 'in the
railroad CUTI p.
There came, one day, to her /mas-
tel', an old Yankee farmer who lived
down in the Sacramento Valley, and
who wished to make arrangements
about selling his· fruit in the moun-
tains, where he could get a better
price for it.
Seeing' Kitty, he was 'at once fasci-
nated by her strange ugliness, and
thought she would be a wonderfu! pet .
to present to his fun-loving ' litt le
daughter at horne. So he paid the
railroad man five dollars for her, and
took her away with him.
Now this man had seven sons, be-
sides the little daughter above men-
tioned; and a Spanish wife (the Tnother
. of the family) who had brought these
broad lands as h~r marriage portion
to her 'h usband .
The house was a low, white adobe
one, built round two-thirds of a
square, and surrounded by verandahs.
Immediately in its neighborhood was
a large green vineyard, the fruit of
which was just turning purple; and
beyond that was an orchard full' of
apples, pears, plurns, peaches, in
short alm ost every kind of fruit that
grows upon trees; and then came a
corn-field, with the dry yellow stalks,
still standing, interspersed with melon
and pumpkin vines, whose huge ripe
fruit lay temptingly on the ground.
f\ nd an this lay at the base of the
"foot-hills," which were teeming
with California wild oats; and
dotted here and there with the dark
evergreen oak trees-a very pretty
contrast-whose dr~oping heads all
pointed one way from the force of
the daily winds.
Kitty had never been in such a
place before; but nevertheless she
took very little notice of the surround-
ing scenery, having no eye for the
beauties of nature, and' not being
engaged by any newspaper to write.
the place up.
She confined her present research-
es strictly to the woodshed, where her
new master had deposited her before
going in to his dinner.
Her eyes ~oamed around, with the
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peculiar keenness of observation
which characterises old travellers in
pursuit of a square meal; and before
long she discovered one entirely to
her liking, in .a corner of the shed.
It consisted of a good allowance of
milk and chicken fixings, to which
she did full justice, and of which
she had no sooner disposed than the
proper owner' appeared, A fierce
fight now ensued; but the fat farm
Tabby was no match for the sinewy
young puss, the heroine of so lnany
adventures; and she soon took iguo-
minions refuge on the house-top.
. Just then the noise of the battle
reached Fanner John, who, jumping
up from dinner, ran out to see what
was the matter, and beheld Kitty in
the act of signalizing her victory by
turning head over heels.
"Conle here, children 1" shouted
the ranchero, "and see the funniest
sight in the world." And out they
all rushed.
"Ho !-lIa\v ~-Hi ~-l-Ia!--lIoo I"~
laughed the whole party in rapid and
variable succession; except, indeed,
the little girl and the eldest boy
(whose voices \vere cracked) and they
shrzlled "He! He 1 He!" fairly shriek-
»s with delight when Pussy, feeling
com plimented by their applause,
stood up on her hind limbs; and
practising one of the tricks the Prairie,
Farmer had taught her, made them
as neat a courtesy as her crooked
legs would admit of.
But Signora Juanita, their mother, .
'stood in the doorway, wearing a face
of the greatest consternation; for she
felt sure that no ca .in her senses
would behave so strangely, and there-
fore came to the conclusion that the
body of Pussy was inhabited by a
little devil, who made her .play all
these tricks. She rernern bered the
demons who had a fancy for swine,
in our Lord's time ; and thought they
In ight prefer cats, now-a-days : ~ L ', 1
she detenn ined to try the effect of a
little strychnine on the supposel
fiend.
Before doing so, however , sh e con-
cluded to ask the advice of her priest;
with which object in view, she per-
suaded her husband to drive her into
town next day. I-Ie, good man,
thought she was going to confession.
He did not believe in confessing sins,
for his part,--nor, if tru th In ust be
told, in anything else. He was much
too cuie for that. Bu. if she liked it,
well and good. "Women " 'ere queer
creatures," he said, "and took their-
amusements altogether differently
fro 111 men l"
When she told the gonod-hearted
priest her errand, he could scarcely
refrain from laughing. However, he
managed to preserve .a serious coun-
tenance, and informed this anxious
inqui rcr that before pronouncing
judgrnent .on the cat it was neces;')ary
that he should see he r ; whereupon
the signora invited him to dine with
them at the rancho on the following
Sunday.
Now the good father no sooner
sa \V Pussy than he was fairly bewitch-
ed by her, and offered, with great
promptitude to take her off the Sig-
nora's hands, and exorcise the devil
out of her at his leisure. But this the
fanner would not permit. He was
afraid, he said, neither of God nor
devil,-(see what a fine thing it is to
be cute/ )-and he meant to keel> the
~ .
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Gat. The Signora, too, .seeing that
Father O'Halloran thought well of
the new favourite, came to the com-
forting conclusion that if there was a
el f vil at all in Pussy it must be a very
harmless one, and so took no further
trouble about the matter,
CHAPTER XIV.---;-lne Bottle if Souirrel-knol],
~ .
!(lTTY and the farmer's littte girl
soon became greatly attached to each
other; but still our kitten often wan-
dered about the rancho by herself,
and n1any a strange sight did she see
while doing so.
The fields around were inhabited
by a great n1any ground-squirrels,
who, like gophers, live in holes in the
earth.
Now, at the beginning of the winter
rains, a party of these little animals,
who do not like damp lodgings, start-
ed off in a body to a neighboring hil-
lock, led by an old fellow of great
experience.
First carne the biggest and strong-
est; then the mothers, with the baby-
squirrels on their backs, and the other
little ones by their sides; and the
half-grown youngsters brought up the
rear .
They went at a quick trot, which
would .have been a .run , had they not,
for the sake of the little, ones inoder-
rated their pace.
When, however, they arrived at tl~e
hillock, behold, it was occupied 'by
another company who had got there
before them .
Neither party would give way ; so
they prepared. on hot h sides, for bat-
tIe, The mothers and yOUllg ones
were placed at a safe distance: and
then both ann ies, after praying fer-
vently to the god of squirrels, just as
if they had read all about the King of
Prussia's piety in the late war, and
wished to imitate him, went at each
other; tooth and nail. .
These heroic and pious little ani-
mals killed one another for some
time, at a great rate; much to the
delight of several huge eagles who
were hovering over the battle field,
and who volunteered their assistance
in carrying o'I the wounded.
'To he.r credit be it said, they act-
ed quite impartially in this matter.
The eagle indeed is a k'ind of laioyer-
bird, who always helps both sides in a
free fight, and who manages to secure
pretty good pickings for himself
wherever there is a bone of conten-
sion.
Finally the attacking party had to
retreat, and to take up their abode on
another knoll hard by, which was
quite unoccupied, and which they
. could have had, all along, without
any trouble.
The Aduentures 0;a Sfron/~-ll11nded Kzlfen.
·C H A PT ER XV.-Sudden Death of an Old Bachelor.
[Jan~
O:\TE evening, towards twilight, in
a field near home, Puss espied a little
head sticking out of the ground.
She walked round it, and the head
kept turning as it were on a pivot,
so as to face her every way.
"'Say, little friend," cried Puss,
H you'll wring your head off, if you
keep turning it round in that \vay.
Corne out of that hole and let 111e see
what sort of a thing' you are, or I'll
pull you out."
"1'n1 not a bit afraid of you,"
screeched the creature, in a shrill
voice, "and I challenge you to single
com bat. Come on if you dare!"
And it hopped out of the hole in a
very strong-minded manner.
"Why, you dear little quiz! You
are so like my old friend, Sir Flyaway
Owl, that I could kiss you," exclaim-
ed Kitty in the greatest delight.
"I'll scratch your eyes out if you
take such a liberty," replied the in-
dignant bird; who, being middle-
aged, was of course greatly enraged
at being Iikened to and "old!' friend
of Kitty 's, "Its only stupid love
birds that kiss. :1\1y Roman nose
would be sufficient of itself, to pre-
vent Tny engaging in such a degrad-
ing occupation; even if Iny taste ran
that way-s-which, I am happy to say,
it doesn't."
" 0 h, you cream of tartar!" cried
Puss. "Pray tell me, are you the
Duchess ·of Snatch-em -up-fast ? or the
Marchioness of Gobble - em - up-
quick ? :,
" I am plain Miss Owl-JJ1iss
Screech Ozvl,-and I'll thank you to
give me my proper title," hissed the
little old maid.
"By all means, plaziz ...!J1iss Ouil ;
. for the name suits you exactly. But
tell me why )~on were poking your
head out of that hole in such a cu -
rious manner? "
"I was looking for a friend of mine
-~ charming person-l\Ir. Under-
ground Gopher. Perhaps you know
hi m. The fact is, I am his house-
kee per; and if he does not come
horne soon, I shall have no tim e to
get my supper to-night; for I cannot
go to market and leave the house
empty. You see he has a great deal
of pruning business on hand just now;
and, 0 dear, he is such an industrious
little gentleman ' It is very easy
work for me in this place; and he is
so' quiet in the house: no trouble at
all. And he takes all his meals out
of door~. You 111USt know, teo, that
like all Californians, he professes two
or three callings at once. He is as
good a 111iner as he is a gardener.
You .should just see him at work 1
He excavates underground passages
on the 1110St scientific principles; and
as for his pruning, why he cuts off
the roots of fruit trees and vines so
perfectly that, without the slightest
difficulty, they topple over and fall
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out of the ground."
" Let me see this piece of perfec-
tion," cried Puss, in a pretended rap-
ture of admiration,
" Here I am 1" cried 1\Ir. Gopher,
who had reached home by an under-
ground passage, and came up to the
surface with a cargo of loose earth,
just in time to hear his .own praises.
. "I can't see you, with all that loose
earth about you," cried Kitty, care-.
fully scraping some of it a\vay.
"Nozn can you see me ?" asked the
conceit ed old bachelor, putting his
nose out. Whereupon Puss seized
1im by the head, pulled the shriek-
ing victim out of his home, and in-
stantly ate him up; while the discon-
solate Miss Owl screeched out her
dismay, and flapped her wings in the
greatest agony of grief.
When Kitty had finished her sup-
per, she thanked Miss Screech Owl
for the good square meal with which
she had furnished her, and wiping her
mouth with her paws, said she looked
upon the Gopher family as mere
pests of society, and considered it a
high 111oral duty on her part to eat
them up whenever she had a chance;
particularly when they happened to
be nice and fat, as this one was.
"Oh you wicked, dreadful crea-
ture!" screamed the poor little
mourner; "Get out of my sight, do!"
"Good bye, then, plaz"n ldtle J11z".rs
Screech Ozol," exclaimed the mocking
Puss ~ "and when you find another
gopher, con) e and tell me ; and I'll
eat him, too! "
CHAPTER XVI.-" l'he [-leathen Chz71ee."
Puss passed a year vel"): satisfac-
torily at the ranch of Farmer John,
till at length adverse fate deprived
her of the congenial society of her
young mistress, who at this juncture
was sent by her mother to school at
the convent of Notre Dame, San
Jose.
For some little time Puss -was
greatly at a loss for acornpanion, but
at last Signora Juanita, missing her
daughter's help in household matters,
persuaded her husband to get her a
Chinese cook.
Here was a fresh fund of amuse-
ment ,fo r Kitty, a perfect mine of
unexplored fun, to the developement
of which she at once devoted herself
with her accustomed energy_ She
made Yellow John's life a torment to
h1111; for it was her constant aim to
annoy him .as much as possible; and
had she been the most mischievous
of boys, she could not have succeed-
ed better. One of the tricks to which
a conscientious sense of duty irnpelled
her, was to trip him up when he was
carrying a dish of hot 11Jush to the
dinner table. This she would effect
by funning unexpectedly between his
feet, and suddenly embracing one of
his ancles with her sharp claws, which .
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she was the better able to do inas-
much as his low wooden shoes left
that part of his person unprotected.
Of course at such times the dish and
its contents were alike deposited on
the floor, and Puss herself only escap-
ed scalding by turning an adroit sum-
mersault.
Yellow John endured this sort of
treatment for a while; but when his
first m oath's wages were paid to hi m ,
he said to the Signora, "}'Ie go 'way!
Me no likee Pussy-cat." And away
he went. And singularly enough,
a\vay also, on the very same day,
went "Pussy-cat," to the extreme sur-
prise and grief of the whole farni ly ;
who could not imagine what had be-
come of her, and who raised a hue
and cry all over that district on her
account.
'The neighbors also took a great
interest in the search; for Kitty was
such an uncorn mon creature that they
all regretted her loss; but alas! all
their explorations were to no pur-
pose; and final ly Fanner John corn-
posed the following , advertisement,
which he inserted somewhat unreflect-
ingly in the Ant~:'j1/fonopo{JI newspaper
of the great city close at ha,no:-
"LO.JT,-_J\_ crooked-limbed cat, of
the usual color, with a scar on the
side; stands on her head when she
bas a In ind to, and turns head over
h eels under ' same impulse. Who-
ever will l.>ring her to 'The Grange;'
Sacramento, Cal., will be handsomely
rewarded."
'This) however, produced no other
result than an intimation from the
railroad king of that district, that "if
the farmer advertised any more in
that anti-railroad paper, he (the king)
would cause his locomotives to set
the farmer's grain-fields on fire, when
passing through his lands! "
But this railroad allusion puts D1e
in mind that .I am off the track of my
story, and have inadvertently got on
a siding; and if I don't hurry up,
and return the "right lines," Editor
Oui! will be calling me to order. S'o
dear reader you and I will mount a
special train provided for us by the
'printe r , and follow at express speed
our unfortunate heroine, who has
been carried off by that wicked Chi-
nese cook to San Francisco.
The train was very ill uch crowded
when John, bearing Puss in a closed
basket, arri ved at the depot; so he
was gi ven a seat in the baggage-car.
John Chinaman was sitting on a
trun 'c in the baggage-car looking at
his basket as it jum ped about on the
floor in consequence of Kitty's frantic
, efforts to get out; when the conductor
came along; who, seeing a basket
dancing, thought it must be acting
under ,S0 11 e sort of spiritual influence,
and asked John "if he was a me-
diurn ? "
The Chinaman knew "ery little
English, and thought the conducter
took him for a mute.
" l\le no dU111b," he explained;
" 111e tell you; he move about inside! .
he joornb up and down."
"Do you mean to say," 'inquired
the cond uctor, eyeing the boy in a
severe manner, "that the basket is
intoxicated? "
Now the China , boy had never
heard that word before; therefore he
answered as all the Chinese do, when
they don't understand a question; and
said, ~ 'Yes."
" Yes," said he, "him no rcstee
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inside: him joomb and joomb, and
never come stoppee !"
'The conductor thought John was
making fun of hiITI, and being a true
Californian, \V isted no more word
on the heathen, but prom ptly knock-
him down, and returned to the bag-
gage.
( 1"0 be conltl1ued.)
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1\1y first is al ways found in a stable;
jly second is set at the head of the table:
The rest.Jlolt rnust be; or else you'll fail
'1'0 find in In)' whole a horse's tail.
II.
When rny first is lying in church,
" IVIy next is alrealy in he11:
My third you may have in your arms,
1\'1 y fourth I can show, not tell.
For Iny last you should go to Rome,
For Iny 'whole sit quiet at home.
IJan.
.ALIVE IN MY COFFIN.
(JAMES F. I)uNNE, Mental Philosophy.)
M ANY years aco I was residinz" • b ~in the city of New York, in
the capacity of salesman in a large
wholesale establishment ,,)11 Broad-
way.
It was my custom, if time permit-
ted, to drive, on Saturday afternoons,
to the residence of a friend, who had
a beautiful farm about twelve miles
from the city, on the old "I akeport
road; and I would generally remain
his guest until the -following (Sunday)
evening, and occasion ally till the
Monday morning.
On the particular Saturday of which
I am going- to speak, I invited one of
my fellow clerks, with whom I was
on terms of friendly intimacy, to ac-
cqmpany 111e to the farm. Glad to
exchange, even for a day, the noi se
and excitement of city life for the
silence and tranquility j) f the country,
he readily cons ented. Arriving at
our destination, we were kindly wel-
corned by our friendly host and the
various mcrn bel's of his family,
My companion was overjoyed at
the change he immediately experien-
ced, and was much impressed by
the calm serenity of- nature, at so
short a distance from so much bustle.
Poor young man I It was the first
tim e , perhaps, for 111an)' years, that
he had been able to make good his
escape from the stifling city.
After elinner, a walk was proposed
by him, in order, as he expressed it,
that we might enjoy still more the
wealth and beauty of the country.
\Ve sauntered along, admiring
the beauties of the landscape, sil-
vered and adorned as it was, by the
glorious full l1100n of that warm July
evening.
'The atmosphere was laden with
the sweet perfume of the new-mown
hay, and with the fragrance exhaled
from the blooming orchards that sur-
rounded us. The crystal streams
sparkled in the light, and seem ed to
rou se the happy creatures beneath
their waters to increased life and ani-
mation : for every moment a sudden
splash would be heard, which would
cau se a . ripple on the previously
smooth surface) as the speckled trout
would rise to obtain some coveted
morsel,
On retracing our steps to the man-
sion, 111Y companion complained of
being fatigued by the length of the
walk. and retiredimmediately,
Being in a somewhat contemplative
mood, I determined to sit up for
some time enjoying my thoughts and
the fragrance of a fine "Havannah,"
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·befo re seeking my cham ber. Accor-
dingly, drawing a large arm chair to
the verandah surrounding the house,
and seating myself therein, I allowed
my thoughts to drift whither they
would.
. Beneath me lay the g-arden, which
was adorned with many trees of high
ornamental beauty, and in .\vhich ,
too, were rare flowers and plants, that
filled the air with the most delicious
odor.
The moon was still careering un-
interruptedly on her course, her light
ever and anon obscured for a mo-
ment by some cloud, and then re-
appearing with even brighter lustre.
'rhus I sat and mused for a con-
siderable time; until, at length, I was
admonished by the increasing cold,
.and by the percepti ble dam pness of
the atmosphere, to retire to my cham-
ber and seek repose.
But imagine my thoughts, when,
on attern pti ng to rise, I found myself
unable to move a limb! All Iny
muscles had become quite rigid; and
what is more, Iny gaze could not be
diuerted from the 1JlOOtl, which had
been my principal source of delight
that evening, and on which my eyes
had been fixed in admiration at the
time when I first thought of going
to my room.
The first idea that struck me was
that I had become numb from the
cold; but the notion was soon relin-
.quished when I considered that a
July evening in the state of New
York never attained to such a degree
of cold as to make that possible; and
further, that even if such had been the
case, my lim bs would not have been
rendered incapable 0 ~1 the slightest
motion; and nl)' eyes, at all events;
would not be ri vetted on the moon,
as they now were.
In vain did I endeavor to rise, to
move Iny hand, to divert my gaze
from the silvery orb on high. Not a
movement could I Blake.
As yet, I experienced no alarm. I
trusted-nay was certain-that I
should soon be released from this
strange possession. Patiently there-
fore, I waited; when suddenly I con-
ceived myself as laboring under a
silly dream or nightmare, superindu-
ced by 111Y moonlight walk, and Iny
admiration for the silvered landscape.
A short time only elapsed before thzs
idea was abandoned. No dream was
ever so vivid to me before: everything
savored too much of reality for lTle
still to consider it a dream.
I earnestly prayed .for the dawn of
the day; that Iny posi tion might be-
come known to some one, and I
.m ight , if possible, be released from.
my strange predicament.
Long I sat: hours and hours it
seemed to tne l My muscles had not
changed since the first indication of
their rigidity. ·My eyes were still
directed upward, though not towards
the moon, which had long since left
its place in the heavens.
At length I was gladdened by the
crowing of the cocks about the farm ;
and, soon after, I heard the step of
my host in the hall.
Emerging on the verandah, he
wished me good morning, and con-
gratulated me on being such an early
riser; thinking, perhaps, that I had
risen before him, in order to enjoy in
quietude the freshness of the morning
air. Seeing that I did not move, he
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came slowly towards me, and laid
his hand ' upon DiY shoulder, and
again wished 111e "Good morning."
Bending his eyes toward mine, he
suddenly shrank back, with the af-
frighted exclamation, "Good God!
Can it be that he is dead? ,. After
feeling lny wrist and being unable to
detect any pulsation, he hastily sum-
moned, first IllY companion, and then
the 111 ern bel'S of his own family;
and I was carefully conveyed to a
room and laid upon a bed; ' my good
_ friends all the while expressing sor-
row at my sudden decease, which
they attri buted to hear! disease, from
which I was well known to be a suf-
ferer.
Then it was that the fearful appre-
hension rushed upon illy mind, that
being considered as' dead, a horrible
and yet inevitable doom awaited 111e;
a doom whose very mention causes
the blood to start in horror; that of
being buried aliue.
I heard ITJy host order the dispatch
of a messeng-er for a physician and
an undertaker. The former was
wanted merely to give a formal certi-
ficate that 111Y death was from heart
disease; and since he was an acquaint-
ance ~f mine, and therefore familiar
with the fact that I was more or less
subject to that com plaint , he had rio
scruple in immediately certifying
that it was the cause of my death.
How my heart.kindled with hope,
when I imagined he would be able
to perceive my true situation! And
how suddenly was that hope destroy-
ed when I noticed the formal indif-
ference with which he assented to the
general view l
'[he undertaker provided me with a
coffin and the necessary parapherna-
lia: and I was at once placed therei 11,
nevermore, as it seemed to me, to
rise.
Word was sent immediately to n1Y
family, who were then in ' a distant
part of the State.
I.."riends and acquaintances came to
view me, as I thus lay in my coffin,
111Y hands devoutly clasped over nlY
breast, and 111y eyes staring fixedly
into vacancy. All who saw me corn-
mented uJ?on the life-like appearance
I presented; but found no difficulty
in attributing it to the sudden and
easy manner of my demise.
May no one ever be called upon
to suffer the misery which I endured
in my naITO\V collin-s-a misery far
worse than physical pain-the most
fearful agony of mind! Notwithstand~
ing this, however, there were times
when I either slept, or at least was
.deprived of consciousness in S0111e
manner; though even then Iny misery
did not cease.
In my dreams I imagined that l1ly
funeral had already taken place, and
that I was already deposited in the
dread and silent grave.
I felt the oppression of the damp
clay and the stifling atmosphere.
I even felt the, presence of the
conqueror worm, and all the loath-
sorne feelings consequent thereon.
On awaking again to consciousness
after these lapses, and finding 'ln yself
still in ' the room, still indeed, it is
true, within the fatal coffin; but not
yet an inhabitant of the tomb, I 'would
raise Iny .heart in prayer with renewed
hopeand fervor, and would endeavor,
by means of some action, .however
slight, to acquaint my friends that life
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remained within me. And then,
after a hundred vain and futile endea-
vors, despair would seize me, my
mind would sometimes become be-
reft of reason, and torments still more
terrible than any I have enumerated
would oppress me. .
On the third day of 111? death (?)
ITl)' parents arrived, and loud were
their protestations of anguish, o ver
nlY cold and rigid bod)'. The lips of
my disconsolate mother, and of 111)'
, weeping sisters, were often pressed
to mine, in excess of grief. 'I'heir
sorrow was agonisi ng to 111e; and I
now prayed, ellen for the/r sales, to be
enabled to rise up, and proclaim that
I still remained to them. My young-
est sister-a mere child, and the be-
loved of all-s-would not believe 111e
dead , but went on in sisting in her
c h ild ish manner, that I was but
asleep.
Preparations had been Blade for
my funeral, which was to take place
on the morrow, Everything was in
readiness. But one short night would
elapse, and I was , in evi tably, to be
consigned to m y doom,
There were around me all those
Wh0111 I 1110st valued in the world.
1heir sorrows were rending n~J' heart;
and I was powerless to alleviate then) ;
though but- the slightest motion, the
mere quivering of an eyelash, had I
been capable of it, would have caused
their anguish to be turned into the
utmost happiness.
It was the evening before I was to
be carried to the grave, and there in-
terred with all my mental faculties in
full vigor, as one really dead.
My mind was still agitated by the
utmost terror and anguish. But yet,
now and then, I would become per-
fectly resigned to Iny inevitable
doom, and would reason with myse lf
in a most logical manner, on thge
foolishness of racking Tny brain for a
vain and hopeless object Those
moments of calm and relief would
soon, however, be succeeded once
1110re by the constantly recurring
frenzy.
It was during one of these mo-
m ents when calm and quiet pervaded
111y thoughts, that I overheard the
voice of a young medical student, an
intimate friend both of myself and of
111y family, request the withdrawal of
. everyone present for a few 11)ornents,
Being alone with me. .the young doc-
tor. advanced towards 111e; and stand-
ing. immediately in front of me, gazed
into ll1Y eyes as so Juany had before
done since illy death, ( r) and solilo-
quized thus: d Poor fellow-but it
will be no de triment to try." Pull-
ing from his pocket a small case, he
opened it, and drew forth a bright
keen blade, and , after glancing at 111C,
azain spoke, "Why should I thus
mutilate his body, in such a vain
hope? His family would never forgive
me.' And then replacing the shin-
ing blade in,the case, .he approached
the door. 0 h God! the anguish, the
despair, the fallen hope of that short
moment! I thought that the. incar-
nate fiends could not endure more
torment.
But} ag-ain, I heard the .step of Iny
friend rnoving toward me! "1 shall
do it," I heard 'h im say, "there can
be no harm in the triaL" The glit-
tering instrument was again taken
ftorn its sheath ; : the young doctor
moved to my left side, and placed his
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hand upon lny temple. Immediately
thereafter I experienced an icy sensa-
tion-my lirn bs were freed from their
rigidity, and after making one spas-
modic movement, I became sense-
less.
On regairnng rny consciousness,
I found myself instead of being
in a coffin beneath the damp ground,
lying comfortably in Iny bed, sur-
rounded by IllY family, who were
then offering up their heartfelt thanks
for my recovery.
1\:1y lim bs were now altogether free
frorn that unaccountable affliction;
but owing to the shock experienced
by n1Y nature, and the mentalanguish
I had endured, it was some time
before I was restored to my accus-
tom ed vigor.
It was .not, indeed, until a great
while after Iny recovery that I would
venture to glance at the moon ; as she
careened in majesty and splendor
amid the fleecy clouds, the delight of
so 111any eyes. For rne all her beau-
ty had vanished; nor could I be pre-
vailed upon even to listen to the con-
versation of the admirers of the sil-
very queen.
Even to this day, on a night of
more than usual splendor and bril-
liancy, my mind again reverb to that
memorable night of Iny miraculous
escape from a most 10ath"solne death.
The young medico who had thus
saved my life, explained that although
no external sign of ani Inat ion re-
mained. c-imy body being cold, and
illy breathing and the beating of my
heart imperceptible-the idea had
entered his head that I was in a state
som ewhat like that produced by ca-
. talepsy, though with nlany. distinct
features. That he had COOle to this
conclusion, partly from the fact of my
life-like appearance, but more parti-
cularly front an expression zf.Jh£ch he
ha.I thoug Izt that he had once perceived
liz 17{Y ~yes, as he uias g'aZZJ1,g' into them.
That this had induced him to per-
forru upon tll.e a very sirnple opera-
tion, viz ., that of freeing the stagnant
blood at the place of its greatest con-
gealmeut, and thus allowing it to
course again uninterruptedly through
the veins, and restore the body to
animation.
NOTE.-Since the foregoing tale
was in type, a curious confinnation of
the verisimilitude of the facts therein
narrated has com e to hand.
In a ~ecent num ber of the St. J0-
seph (lVI0.) Gazette, the details are
given of a singular circumstance
which occurred in the northern part
of. that city to the child of a carpen-
ter. The family is French, and has
been in this country only about eight
years. One of the children, a fine
little girl named l\lary, is the subject '
of this rernarkable story. The words
of our Missourian contemporary are
as follows:-
"The worst forebodings of the parents
had been realized and they prepared the
body for burial. No physician was called,
as they supposed that death had already
fallen upon their child. It was about ten
o'clock in the morning when the apparent
death occurred. 'The body was kept till
Sunday afternoon about four o'clock, nearly
thirty hours, during which tirne no sign of
returning life had been noticed. The final
look at the remains was taken, the coffin
was sealed up and placed in the hearse,
and the little cortege started for the grave,
the parents following the hearse in a car-
riage.
After proceeding some distance and
coming down on Third street, the quick
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ear of the saddened mother caught the
echo of a familiar cry. and she gave ex-
pression to her suspicion that it carne frorn
the coffin of her child. Her suspicion was
overruled, but in a few moments a second
cry was heard, and in compliance with the
wishes of the mother, the hearse was stop-
ped and the coffin drawn out. The strug-
gles of what was supposed to be the life-
less body could now be plainly heard.
The coffin was quickly opened and the
child found to be alive.. to the amazement
and unspeakable delight of the parents.
In her struggles she had nearly torn from
herself her death robes.
She was quickly taken from the coffin
and carried into the house of a French
lady at hand, where they bathed her in
vinegar. She recovered her strength rap'
id ly, and in a short time was taken to the
house which she had Ief; only a few hours
before an apparent corpse Since that
t im e she has been as well as for the last
few months. Her parents make every
elf . rt to keep her In ind from reverting to
this terrible episode of her young life, fear-
ing that there is a fearful fascination in it
to her.
She says that while others thought her
dead sh e could feel their touch and hear
distinctly all that was said, and cc uld not
move a single muscle or make the slight-
est sign. She knew when they dressed
her for the coffin, when she was laid in it,
and heard the terrible lid fastened down,
but could not make a motion, and was
utterly powerless until the hearse had gone
some distance, when the physical forces
were probably set in motion again by the
motion of the vehicle.
"She describes, with singular enthusiasm
and power, fur one so young; the beatific
sights she saw while entranced, lnany dif-
ferent beings appearing to her in wonder-
ful beauty.
As we stated, the family disliked the
affair to become public, and have thus far
endeavored to keep it secret, and it was
only yesterday that it came to our ears."
OUR N:EWSPAPER.
(BY JAMES H. CLARK.)
/ }
I rr is a well known fact that, aboutElection times, patriots who
would die for their country are as
plentiful as bees in a hive. A.t these
periods patriotism is profitable ; and
it was for this reason that myselfand
some friends started a newspaper a
few days before the last Election.
\Ve longed to do something for the
people \VhOITI we loved so well ; and
we therefore determined to give thern
a newspaper, which would defend
their liberties, and at the same time
fill our pockets with coin. Over, the
door of our Editorial Sanctum we
placed these words, "Pay us liberally
and we will defend you well." Our
programme was as follows .-
Istly-To defend the public
schools against the attacks of their
enen1i~s. (\V e did this notwithstand-
ing- the fact that the entire Board of
Education waited upon us, and beg-
ged us mo st earnestly to let the
schools alone, assuring us that we
. would do more harm than good.)
And
2ndly-To abuse, vilify and rid i-
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cule t~le Jesuits to the very best of
our power and ability.
Upon this point our worthy chief
editor eloquently remarkcd-c-" l n con-
" ducting this paper you must rerucm-
"bel' that you are licensed to say
"whatever you please against the
" J esuits, If anything goes wrong on
" land or sea, if droughts affect the
"country, if business is depressed,
4C the nation panic stricken, or Spain
" warlike, be sure ' and lay it all to the
" Jesuits."
In accordance with this mandate,
I was ordered to write an article on '
the Jesuits (or the first num bel' of
the paper.
I informed the chief that I did not
knew the first thing about the society
in question.
"That is nothing," was the reply;
" you know as m uch ~bout the su b-
.ject as the rest of our writers, How-
ever, if you desire any information,
you can apply to the man who cleans
the printing machine: he is posted
on the matter in question"."
This gentleman was a colored in-
dividual, whose ' early education had
been sadly neglected. He could
neither read nor write, . In fact, the
first time he voted, he attempted to
cast a ,restaurant bill of fare into the
ballot box. Nevertheless, when I
informed him , of the object of my
rnission, he volunteered with the ut-
most promptitude to give me all the
necessary information, which he did
in the most pains-taking and elabo-
rate manner.
The zeal with which he discharged ,
this duty, may be estimated by its
result, as seen in the following "slash-
ing" article" which, shortly after,
emanated from Illy editorial pen.
"T'he Jesuits," I said, "should be
regarded as a dangerous element in
the corn munity, Their opposition
to Sunday picnics, their frequent
sermons against drunkeness, dancing,
riotous amusements, etc., etc., show
that they have not the happiness of
the people at heart; and besides this,
they are the foes of education, the
enemies of science, and the haters of
the human family.
"'l'hese assertions Inay seem strong,
but can scarcely be erroneous; for
they ein body the opinion of all en-
lightened men.
"The Jesuits," (so, at least said
the enlightened''JJlan from w horn I de-
rived n1Y infonnation,) "were found-
ed S0111e eighteen hundred years ago,
by the Emperor A ug ustus, who was
at that time the head of the Christian
Church.
"Their whole history from the
.;' .<
moment when they first merged into
public life: up to the present time,
has been one long record of cruelty
and wrong.
"It cannot ' be denied, even by
their most ardent admirers, that they
caused the downfall of the Rornan
Empire, that they were responsible
for the raids which the barbarians
made on Europe, and that they en-
deavored to prevent the discovery of
America, It was the Jesuits who in-
cited the Indians to attack the Ame-
rican colonists, they were the real
cause of the late misunderstandiug
between the North and the South;
they were the prime movers in the
recent war between France and Ger-
many; they were at the bottom of the
late disastrous panic in N ew York ;
' )
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and, if we are not much mistaken,
they it was who caused the murder of
the Virginius' crew,
" In the physical world the Jesuits
have also been at work.
" It is a somewhat remarkable fact
that from the time at which Father
Seechi, the great ] esuit astronomer,
first pointed his telescope at the sun,
neither in heaven or on earth has
there been a day of peace. Earth-
quakes, unparalleled in the history of
mankind, have convulsed the earth,
and destroyed miilions of lives; vol-
canoes- have filled the valleys .with
ashes and lava; tidal waves of une-
qualled force have swept over the
earth, washing cities and towns out of
existence; the cholera, the small pox,
fashionable balls and parties have
scourged the human family; the epi-
zootic has prostrated the dumb beast;
farnine has almost decimated Persia;
and the very sun hi mself is showing
the effects of ] esuit aggression by the .
black spots which dot his surface.
" We shall no w proceed to give a
short account of the evil results which
the Jesuits ave produced in the
United States, our ever beloved and
glorious country, and more particu-
larly in California.
" When the Jesuits f rst landed on
our shores, they beheld a land liter-
ally flowing with milk and honey.
They saw the wonders of Yosemite:
they beheld with enraptured amaze-
-ment the beauties of Mariposa, the
fertility of Santa Clara, and the wealth
- of Sonoma. In prophetic vision they
saw our cities rise, and our golden
harvests wave ; they beheld in ima-
gination our beautiful, Bay, covered
with the ships of every clime; they
knew that our oak forests and groves _
would be the scenes of joyous festiv-
ity; that 111any picnic-parties would
explore the beauties of our moun-
tains; that happy excursionists would
cam p in our valleys; ' and they deter-
mined to destroy, so far as lay in their
power, all thi s happiness, beauty and
wealth.
"With this fiendish design, they
immediately went to work and laid
the foundation of one of the greatest
evils that afflict this State. In plain
American language, they planted ./Joi-
son oak/ Yes, fellow citizens: this
dreaded scourge we owe exclusively
to the Jesuits!
"Nay, it is to them that we are
indebted for almost el'e,)' evil that
afflicts us. They have built colleges
in California, itis true; and they have
literary and scientific societies in full
blast, the most noxious of which is,
perhaps, the well known P hl'lalelhzc
Socz'e(v of Santa Clara. But that is
only a blind! vVe are credibly in-
formed that education is forbidden in
their colleges; that the boys are kept
in the grossest ignorance, never being
allowed to learn rnore than thirteen
letters of the alphabet; that 7)eJJ! flU!
of the mern bers of their literary or
scientific societies can read either
writing or small print; that none of
them can peruse a ne\rspaper arti-
cle without spelling the words; and
that all of them sign their names with
a cross.
"To satisfy ourselves on these lat-
ter points, \ve recently paid a visit to
the Jesuit establishment at Santa
Clara; but we regret to state that we
were unable to obtain the uesired in-
formation.
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" Will our honest Protestant read- "The introduction of unlimited
ers credit us when we state the cause? hordes of coolies into California, can
It is, alas, too true that we had no be traced entirely to the Jesuits. We
sooner entered the College than a stand ready to prove that Jesuits in
deliberate attempt "vas made to poison China are shipping those creatures to
us. our shores. They aim at nothing less
" It was, doubtless, whispered than the complete destruction of this
among the Jesuits who \ve 'were; and country. They will' not be satisfied
their plans were at once laid. One until they see the Goddess of Liberty
of the professors smilingly approach- buried out of sight; and the American
ed, and invited us to enter the dining Eagle made into 'm ince pies.
room; an invitation which it is need- "The following is their well ar -
less to say we 'accepted ; and he then, ranged program J)1e. They propose
very cunningly, left us alone. Upon to introduce into the country three
the table there were six bottles of millions of coolie slaves, who will then
wine, some or all of which we have hold the balance of power. By
good reason to believe were poison- means of the immense wealth of the
ed. We emptied the first four bot- - Order, . they \vill · engineer a Bill
tles without experiencing any .unplea- through Congress conferring the Bal- '
sant sensation; the fifth staggered us; lot upon these creatures. - A Chinese
after drinking the sixth, reason left President and Congress will be elect-
us, and <?ur noble intellect lay pros- J ed; the people will be compelled to
trate under the table. Fortunately, wear the Celestial garb, and to partake
at this moment, the President of the of rice and other Oriental delicacies.
College entered. I-Ie doul less knew Our State Militia will be disbanded.
that if our dead body should be found Chinese will man our Navy. In a
in the Institution, the people, whose li- word, this great republic will become'
berties we 'were defending, would de- a coolie colony, under the control -of
.m and a searching investigation; and his Majesty ~ the Emperor of China;
that then the true cause of our mar- and the Jesuits will hold high carni...
. tyrdom would .be .discovcrcd. He val over our.downfall !
therefore ordered the porters to rai se "To bring about this result, every
our inanimate and almost martyred effort is to be made by the Jesuits on
form , to carry it away, and to bathe this coast. .T hey have lately succeed-
it in a neig hboring pond. After re- ed in making Congress pass a Bill
maining in ':that .codI place .for t some giving the Pacific Mail Steam Ship
time, we recovered consci~usness;, Company nearly fifty thousand dollars
the poison was driven from our sys- : a trip. Not content with this, they
tern, as the astute priest foresaw.would have chartered the ships of England,
be the case, and we were politely re- France and Germany, and the Chi-
quested to leave the Institution, which nese are now fairly swarming upon
we did--a living proof to all the us. \Vemight continne longer upon
world of the deadly hatred which the this subject, but we must draw our
Jesuits bear to newspapers. article to a close.
.~
».
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" Before doing so, let us prove our
fai rness and impartiality by avowing
that we do not charge the Jesuits with
having caused the fires that destroyed
Chicago, humbled Boston, and im-
poverished Portland. Still, in perus-
ing the reports of these fires one
thi ng has struck us as singu lar. Pro-
testant Churches were destroyed; Ca-
tholic Cathedrals were laid in ashes;
public schools fell before the devour- .
ing element; convents were burned
to the ground; but in all the records
of these fires, will anyone show' us a
single instance where a Yesud College
was even slightly damaged ? We
.make this remark boldly; fearless of
the consequences; relying on our
country and its constables for protec-
tion. Let the admirers of the Jesuits
explain to us why their buildings es-
caped the fiery scourges which have
tried our sister cities? The fact is,
to say the least, suspicious; and we
give it as our candid opinion, though
we will not (as we have said before)
em body it in the form of a distinct
charge, that the Jesuits deliberately
fired these cities, in order. to destroy,
if possible, republicanism on this
continent.
"We might continue in this strain
until we filled the entire paper. vVe
could show that previous Lo the arri-
val of the Jesuits in California, there
were no droughts, no railroads, no
supervisors; but we think we have
said 'well nigh enough on the subject.
.One U10re remark and we have done.
Among the evils which the Chinese
have brought to our ' shores, may be
.included that of small-pox. To sim-
ple minded people this disease may
appear but the work of nature. We
see in it, however, the .hand of the
Jesuits; and in connexion therewith
we detect a cunning attack upon that
bulwark of 'our liberties, the Public
School System, Within the last .few
months leading Jesuits have been
observed visiting the State Schools;
and there is a horrible suspicion
abroad that they \l1ay have even con-
versed with the unsophisticated chil-
dren. · The mem bel'S of this Society
are now endeavoring to obtain per'-
mits for some of the China ships to
enter our Bay, laden with small-pox-
stricken coolies. They will visit
these ships, delloerately catch the horri-
ble malady, then visit the Public
Schools, and so spread this fearful di-
sease among the children. It is easy
to imagine the consequences. A
fearful .pestilence will 'rage in our city ,
our population will decrease, and our
glorious schools will be closed.
"Thus briefly have we sketched
some of the more glaring misdemca-
nors of the Order known as the
Jesuits. If we find this article pays,
,ve shall continue the noble work
~vhich\ve hav~ begun. For the pre-
sent we shall content ourselves .with
earnestly begging our friends .to do
their utmost to increase our circula-
tion. Let ".them remernbel' that our
motto is, PCl;Y us lz"berallJ~, and we unl!
defind)/ou zoell!"*
~ It would give us pleasure to insert an
article from our esteemed contributor in
favor of the godless-school" system. We
believe that he would ' do that system all
the justice it deserves; and if his argu-
ments should open the eyes of any benight-
ed Jesuit to . the advantages of a puhlic
school education, surely he would have
his reward.-[ ED. ]
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THE LIFE OF FATHER PETER CHAUMONOT, OF THE SOCIETY OF JESUS.
(By \V. B. SCHOFIELD, 4th English.)
CHAP. I.-Lnau1Jlonot's Fouth,
PE'f EI{ CHAU"NIONOTwas bornof poor parents somewhere near
Chastillon, in 161 I ; and at the age of
six he was put to study with his uncle .
.He studied diligently, and had al-
ready become pretty well acquainted
with the Latin language, when he was
induced by some of his companions
to run a,vay from horne. He pilfer-
ed five francs frOITI his uncle, and off
he wen t.
In a short time his money gave
out, and he had no alternative but to
beg. This at first he would not do,
because he was ashamed; but at last
he was forced to swallow his sharne,
to keep himself from starving.
After begging first at one town and
then at another, he form ed the idea
of making a pilgrimage to Rome, in
order to receive the "pardons" that
were given there. H is companions
agreed, and so they set out.
As they approached Lyons, the
thought occurred to him for a lTIO-
rnent that he mig-ht make a fortune
in that large and opulent city; but no
sooner had he reached the gate than
he was stopped becaus~ he had no
passport; while his companions, 'who
were well provided in this .respect,
were allowed to enter the city.
The next morning, he saw, at a
short distance from the gate, a boat
w hich was engaged in carrying vaga-
bonds across the river Rhone, and he
quickly made arrangements with the
owner to be taken across for charity.
Landing on the opposite bank of
the river, he soon fell in with a young
man who had formed the same idea
of going to Rome ; and SJ they set
ant together.
At Savoy they found a good priest,
who took them into his house, and.
after giving them some refreshments ,
put them to bed in a room where his
servant, who was then a\vay, was ac -
customed to sleep; while the priest
slept in a room above
The only means of communication
between the two rooms was a trap-
door, to which the worthy man as-
cended by means ·of a ladder. Dur-
ing the night, a cat, while chasing her
prey, knocked down the trap-door;
'which so frightened his reverence
that, thinking his guests were robbers,
he shouted "Murder l" Chaumonot,:
though himself a little frightened, at
once clim bed the ladder, and ~oon
succeeded in soothing the fears of his
good host, and convincing him of
their innocence.
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Moming carne, and they resumed
th ei r 1}11f;rin1age.
On their \vay through the Valteline,
they carne to a town where they
found a French garrison which, ow-
ing to various circumstances, was
greatly reduced in num bel's; and the
officers therefore pressed the two
young men to enlist as soldiers Chau-
monot would have done so, but his
. companion would not consent. How-
ever, as they were very bungr):-in
fact almost starving-they were easily
prevailed upon to stay until the com-
rnissary should come. In the meau
time the off cer, on the pretence that
he wished to see how the young
men would look in soldiers' clothes;
dressed them in the uniform of the
regirnent ; but Chauruonot being ra-
ther small, made such a shabby ap-
pearance that the officer at once put
him to bed, lest the commissary, on
seeing the bad figure he made, should
refuse to enlist him,
In the mean time the two corn-
panions changed their minds, left the
place before the commissary arrived,
and continued their journey.
Hardly had they gone half a mile,
w ben they were pursued and seized
by a party of soldiers, who had orders
to arrest all deserters and take them
to their officers. Upon this Chaumo-
not said, "Do you think I look like a
soldier:" That was quite enough.
They let him go.
Late in the evening of that same
day, they put up at a roadside inn.
Here they proposed to spend the
night. The poor creatures, how-
.ever, had scarcely swallowed a scant}'
. supper, which cost them almost all
the little money they had procured
by begging, whan they were turned
out of doors. They then begged to
be allowed at least to sleep in the
stable; but in -vain . Even this they
would not have minded, had it been
a clear summer night; but, as it was,
they found themselves in great straits;
for the sky was cloudy, and the rain
began to pour down in torrents. It
was so dark, too, that at every step
they took, they stumbled; for the
road "vas full .o f holes.
W et to the skin, and freezing 'with
cold, they now resolved to take shel-
ter in a hay-stack which they saw at a
short distance. No sooner had they
made a hole in the hay-stack and got
themselves comfortably arranged,
than two large dogs carne up) and
beg-an barking and biting at them.
The noise of the dogs brought to the
spot the owner of the - place, who
picked up stones to throw at the two
young rnen, In this dilemma they
did not know what course to take, for
if they carne out, the dogs would tear
thern to pieces, and if they stood
where they were they would be stoned
to death. Scarcely conscious, in .h is
frtght, what he did, Chaumonot sang
out in I ..atin, '<Sumus paupcres pertgri-
ni I"~ (vVe are poor pilgrims), This
word "peregr£nz'," to which the Italian
word pelegrini closely corresponds,
gave the man to understand that they
were pz'lgrz7Jls. . He consequently took
pity on them, called a\vay the dogs,
and let them sleep quietly for the
night.
(70 be (;()Jz/:1zued.)
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I N sending forth the first number of 'THE O'WL for the year of our LordOne 'Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy Four, we cannot but express
our hearty gratitude to our numerous kind friends and supporters, for their
continued interest in our labors.
vV-e are not conceited enough to suppose that a Students' Magazine can
make its 'Nay in the literary world solely by its own merits. Periodicals of
which the main object is the entertainment of their readers, and which, aim-
ing as they do at an immense circulation, spare nut to expend large sums in
the purchase of articles written expressly for their pages by the first authors of
the day, cannot but be vastly ill ore attractive to the general reader than any-
thing which emanates from Santa Clara or any other College. Still we think
we may reasonably assert that College Magazines have a special interest of
their own, which the ordinary periodicals of the day do not possess; and if
their reading public be smaller in numbel', it is at any rate more appreciative.
There can be no doubt that the generality of the subscribers to THE OlVL, are
persons who take a particular interest in the cause of education, and who are
therefore glad to know something of the interior life of a College like ours;
and we think it may be regarded as equally certain that they like to peruse
the literary productions of the young men of the present day, even though
those productions may be occasionally somewhat crude and unpolished.
Knowing therefore the select "public" for which · \V~ write, we feel satisfied
that our efforts at "mental im provement' will meet with friendly recognition
and generous appreciation; and that our numerous patrons will wish THE'
OWL-as its Editorial Board wishes thetll-a happy and a prosperous Ncw
Year 1
May we also say a word of greeting to our .num erous College Exchanges?
\Ve l1lay; and we will, And that all the more because those exchanges
are becoming daily more numerous the more rapidly College Journalism ex-
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tends itself. It is indeed a real matterof wonder to us, to notice the rate at
which the issue of amateur publications from the various Colleges of the
Union, is increasing. Ere long, if matters go on as at present, there will be
scarcely a college in America without its magazine or journal; and our
already large list of exchanges will have reached unmanageable proportions.
.American colleges are certainly, to use the slang of the present day, "aliue,
God grant that their life may be a real, and a wholesome and a profitable life;
such a life as D1ay be pleasing to the Author and Giver of life: else death were
better. Momentous issues hang upon the education to be imparted by the
American colleges of the nineteenth century. Our country is advancing at
railroad speed in the path of material civilization-which S0111e people seem
to consider everything;-but is it advancing as fast, or indeed at all, in moral
civilization; in that civilization the importance of which must be regarded by
every true Christian as paramount? We should like to answer that question
in the afflrmative; but can it be so answered with truth t .A.lI depends upon
the work now doing at the homes of those various college journals whi ch it
affords us such pleasure to read, and to which we now extend the hand of
cordial fellowship, as we wish them, in all sincerity, "a I-Iappy New Year."
Nor, in hinting at the responsibilities which 'attach to American colleges
and their journals, do we mean, for a single moment, to imply that the con-
siderations which we suggest to the minds of others, are not equally irnperative
upon ourselves. .
We have no fear whatever as regards our College. It has the good fortune
to be a 7esuz't College; and that is a term which signifies much. It signifies,
inter alia, that finn, clear and definite Christianity, unbending morals, and
sound political principles-such as make and keep men good citizens-will
always be inculcated within these walls, Never, so long as the Fathers of the
Company of Je~us rule the College, will there be any variation in these res-
pects. As to Santa Clara College therefore, our minds are perfectly at ease.
But how about ourselues? Shall we who conduct the students' magazine
be always conscious of and equal to our responsibilities? And will the Edito-
rial Boards of years to come be equal to the requirements of the future?
"Ay, there's the rub! " Vole certainly cannot speak of the future of THE Q'VL
with the same confidence as of that of the College; but it may .be modestly
hoped that neither the present nor the future students of Santa Clara will fail
to profit by the wise and kind teaching of our learned Fathers: and should
that hope be realized, all will be well.
i\:FTER a copious and magnificent rainfall-such as will suffice, we hope, to
.secure good crops to our farrners in the coming harvest-s-we are now enjoy-
ing splendid weather; sunshiny and agreeable during the day, though with
a fair amount of frost at night. The mysterious official styled "The
Clerk of the Weather," is certainly doing his best for us. Even farmers, who
are proverbialy hard to please in_these matters, seem to grant this. Nev~r, at
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any time of the year, "vas out-of-door exercise more pleasant than now, No
dust to annoy th~/ pcdestrian. . and the mud drying up daily under the combin-
ed infl uence of Sol and JEolus. This cheerful aspect of things out-of-doors,
gives us pleasant anticipations of the corning spring, when the shade-trees that
line our noble Alameda will be gay with foliage. Few indeed are the towns
which can boast, as we can, of an avenue three miles long, 'with another
cheerful town-(we crave pardon we should have said Cl(.v)-at the further end
.: of it. Surely, then, we ought to make the most of this avenue, and do our
best to keep it in good order, and well supplied with young trees to fill
the places of those which die oil It may not be specially incumbent upon us
to bring the matter forward; but we have at least as ill uch right to care for it
as others have} and we find upon our editorial table a suggestion from a gen-
tleman of much experience in gardening and planting, which-though ob-
vious enougoh-has either never been made before, or at least never acted on.
Why should not the n1any gaps in our glorious avenue be filled up with the
eucalyptus globulus, or blue-gum tree? Plenty of such trees may be seen
around us, in all directions. Young ones, suitable for planting, may be pur-
chased at from thirty to fifty cents each. The tree is desirable on sanitary
grounds, no less than for its beauty; for it is a noted destroyer of miasma and
banisher of fevers, which invariably disappear from places where it has -been
planted. Moreover, it grows with almost unparalleled rapidity, and is a fine
everg reen . . \Ve hope our coll~agues of the local press will ventilate this sub-
ject. Now is the time.
\iVE' have not noticed the Fale Courant since the change in its editorship;
and we desire, l10W, to congratulate it thereupon. 'True, alrnost a,~y change
fro m the absurd superciliousness of tone which characterized it under its for -
mer management, would have been for the better; 'b ut in the present instance
there is all the more ground for congratulation, because the change is so tho-
rough and complete in every respect. Although its typographical appearance
now is more corn rnon place than formerly, there is no other respect in which
it has not changed fat the better. It is practically a neZRJ paper/ and .as such it
has our cordial and a-ppreciative greeting.
OUR worthy though very Protestant contemporary, the Tyro, published at
the Canadian Literary Institute, Woodstock, Ontario, says a few pleasant and
friend ly words of and to us. It is a good thing when magazines whose reli-
gious differences are so wide as 1he Tyro's and THE OWL'S, can exchange a
friend ly greeting.
vVe can assure 7 he Tyro that we fully appreciate the earnest religious tone
by which it is pervaded. With its opening article on the Pater noster, we
entirely sympathize. In more than one of those which follow, however, its
Protestant delusions make themselves evident. Vtle should like to "lighten
L
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its darkness" a little, on the subject of Popery; but we remember that contro-
versy is not our province, and (speaking, as we do, to men who recog-
nise the efficacy of 'prayer) I we content ourselves with reminding our good
friends that sincere prayer for guidance into the truth is never thrown a\vay.
By the \vay, it refers to our notice, in a former number, of the unhappy
Italian usurper, Victor Emmanuel, whorn it says THE OWL "regards as a
corn pound of villany and hypocrisy." This was not quite what we said.
lfypoCrl{Y if you please, gentlen1en, and as much as you please; but ':villany"
seems too determined a word to apply to the conduct of a wretched man who
has still the Faith in his heart, but who suffers worldly considerations to prevail
against the dictates of his conscience. There is certainly a sense in which
even the word "villany" Inay be truly applied to Victor Emmanuel's conduct;
but we did not so apply it.
"Villy Vite and Vife vent on a \voyage to Vest Vinson and,Vest Vindham,
von Vitsun Vednesday." The above is a specimen of cockney English, sup-
plied by our contemporary the New York Albion. Will some mem bel' of the
First Rhetoric Class, furnish us with a translation?
IT is a good sign that so Inany of our College Magazines are awake to the
political requirements of the country. vVe quoted in our last issue some
thoughtful remarks on this subject from the Fale Lz't. and the Brunoruan ; and
now the Unio» College .llfagazllu (of Union University, Schenectudy, N. Y.),
which we welcome for the first time to our table, follows in the same track.
" It is very evident," says the U. C. ill., in an"article entitled "The Duty of
the Hour," "that great efforts are required to. rnaintain the ascendency of
" mind over matter. The accumulation of wealth is the object which absorbs
" the attention of all classes of the community. Mammon is the God of the
" .country. The attainment of wealth is pursued not as a means but as an
"end. Our Government does not employ the abundant resources of the
" nation in extendiug the boundaries of science and of civilization, but rather
." in the purchase of more land. But wealth, with all its concomitants and
" adjuncts will not save us. It is the extension of the ' empire of the mind
« which is needed. It is the cultivation of the domestic graces' and accom-
"plishments, it is intellectual and moral glory after which we must aspire.
"We must attain the enviable honor of being an intellectual and a reli-
"religious nation. In renouncing the crowns and coronets of the old world,
" let us not devote ourselves to that which iis infinitely rnore sordid." ' O ur
contemporary speaks well and to the point; yet a sensation of unreality is
conveyed to the mind by the perusal of his remarks. Why is this? It is
becaue he ' writes as thongh he thought people would act upon such sentiments;
whereas it must be patent to every body, himself included, that they will not.
There is another essay in the same magazine, "rrhe Influence of Wealth
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upon Nations," which is of a similar character, and the. author of which grows
quite Cassandra-like, at last, in his prophecies of the evil that is to come. . I u
making which remark, we do not forget that Cassandra spo/.:e the truth.
The .rerna ining articles in this number of the D. C. Magazz'ne are also
more or less creditable to it. It is decidedly pleasant reading.
VVE had thought that the SeminaryBud,§(et was as far ahead of all our .other
exchanges in size, as it is of some of them in other and more important res -
peets: but you must give in~ young ladies: you are fairly beaten by the Uni-
versz!y Press, of Madison, Wis., which measures no less than 19 inches in
length and I z! inches in width, and is very entertaining to boot. There is a
capital "communique" in the last .nUI11 bel', 'en titled "A Short Visit to Long
Branch," which we should certainly extract entire if we could comprise it-
which we cannot-in half a dozen lines. The only .rem edy we can suggest to
our readers for ' disappointing them in this matter is that they should write to
Wisconsin and subscribe for the llnzvei-sz'ty Press,
T'HE Lehigh Yournal, from Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., is-as com-
pared with the lhuverslry P"ess-a dwarf by the side of a giant; but there is
something about its tone which im presses us favorably, and 'the article in its
December number on "The Study of the Physical Sciences," is sensibly
written, Gentlemen, you have our sincere good wishes for your prosperity!
A 'WRITER in our resolutely funny littl e friend, the Geyser, of Wabash ColI.,
Ind., is in great confusion of ·mind on the subject of waltzing. He says he
can't make out wherein it essentially differs from any other kind of "hugging."
"You had your arms around her," said he to the chum who accompanied
him to his first ball; "\vhat was that?" "We were only waltzing," replied
the churn, as he went off to waltz again. " But there was a technicality here,"
continues the Geyser'» puzzled contributor, ,: which I could not understand:
- w hy huggIng to tllUSIC was justifiable, zvhile unthou: 17lUSIC; and in a quzet cor-
ner, zI toas culpable." ..And he advertises for some one to teach him to "do
the whirling," to which he is at present "constitutionally but not conscientious-
ly opposed," feeling confident that he can do "the other part," even without
instruction, as well as an} one. Well ; we must acknowledge that there is
some difficulty in drawing a clear 1110ral distinction between the two kinds of
"hugging." But we offer the Geyser a suggestion, which it is at full liberty to
impart to its perplexed contributor. Let said contributor, when perfected in
the art or whirling, waltz ; and in waltzing, "hug" to his heart's content. But
in order to be on .the safe side, let him go through this saltatory exercise wz'th
male fellow-students only. He can have no idea how charming that kind of
thing is, if he has not tried it.
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THE Harvard Aduocate of Dec. J 2, has an amusing extract from the Corinth'
Daz?y Herald, a newspaper published at the city just named, in the 5th cen-
tury, B.C.,. which, in referring to "the Isthmian games concluded on Saturday
last," mentions that they ended with "a grand base-ball match between th.
celebrated Solon Nine of .Athens; and the equally famous .~YCltrgus Club of
Laceda-mon, the contest being for the championship of all Greece." "'I'he
Lacedscmonian Nine," continues our Corinthian contenlp-- we mean pre-
decessor-" was composed of the following sterling players: Archidamus, Cap-
tain and pitcher; Lysander, H.; Gylippus, S.; Pausanias, ..t\.; Callicratidas,
B.; Agesilaus, C.; Clearchus, R.; Agis, 1\1.; Proxenus L.
"To oppose thern , the Athenians exhibited a brilliant array of talent, con-
sisting of Socrates, P.; Pericles, Captain and catcher; Alcibiades, S.; Cimon,
~~.; Xenophon, B.; Plato, C.; with Thernistocles, Aristides. and iEschylus as
right, centre, and left field respectively. The Laceda.monians, it will be seen,
were strong at the bat, but somewhat weak in the field; while the contrary
proved true of the Athenians.
".At precisely quarter of three P. M., a telegraphic dispatch was sent to the
Pythoness at Delphi, to enquire of the Oracle as to the probable result of the
game. A prompt and satisfactory reply was soon received, which stated that
the Oracle thought it quite possible that ' the Athenians the Spartans ZfJould con-
quer. Elated by this bit of intelligence, both Nines sacrificed; and each ob-
tained fav~rable omens, ' l\ n obolus was then elevated by the Umpire, M. P.
Cato, Esq., of the Virtus Club, Rome, Italy; and the L)ICurg'us having won the
toss, sent the Solons to the bat.:' Our readers, and .m ore especially those of
base-ball celebrity, n!ay imagine the interest with which we perused this ar-
chaiological curiosity of literature, so skilfully unearthed by our learned con-
temporary of Harvard. The interest taken by the assern bled Greeks in the
game I::; lTIOSt fully and skilfully described in the concluding portion of the
article, which does the Corinthian reporter much credit, but for which, \ve
I ] egret to say, we have i10 space.
l:-J the Chronide (Univ, Michigan) of Decem bel' 13, we find an article enti-
tled "Small Colleges," which we think deserves notice; if only because, from
its perusal the real difficulty underlying all American education becomes. so
clearly evident. The Chronide doesn't like small colleges: [Is the college
from which zrself emanates, anything else?] And it proceeds to give sundry .
good reasons against thern , the force of which it thinks ' " few will venture to
deny." Well: we are not going to deny it. They have much force. But hear
what the Chronicle desires in place of these "little one-horse Western colleges."
"vVhat we need," it says, "is not a college in every county, but one or two
universities in every State. We would like to see less encouragement given
to small and sectarian institutions, and fewer of them founded and patronized;
so that the people may concentrate their attentions and benefactions upon a
,ery few universities worthy of the name." Now, we will pass by the con-
. "
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fusion of. mind which is evident ill the above sentence as to the difference
between a college and a university, and will go straight to the point,\vhich is
this, that institutions which the 'writer calls "sectarian?'-that is, possessing
any definite religion-should not receive encouragement; but that "State
Universities" of the ordinary godless type, should · everywhere predominate,
Now what is this but to bring up the old and well worn public-school contro-
versy over again?
The fact is that from the colleges of the country no less than from its ele-
.111entarr schools, the devil is trying his best to exclude God; and never did
he hit upon a smarter device for 'his purpose than this "unsectarian" cry.
He began more than three hundred years ago, by creating the sects; and now
he uses the fact of their existence as an argument against the teaching of
oa f?}' religion al~y\Vhere. Poor Satan 1 His conscience is so tender that it
would really be too bad to force anything like a dejitllle relzglon upon him.
You may talk about religion as much as you like; but pray be careful not to
mix it up in any ''lay with the education of the young. It is so important
(thinks Satan and the ChroJZlcle) to keep their youthful minds free from all reli-
gious prejudices: so desirable that they should be left at liberty to choose
their creed for themselves when they start in life; so essential therefore, that
all the influences surrounding them should be "unsectarian." But Satan sees
clearly enough what we are sure our friends of the Chronicle do not, --that this
is the plaIn and direc: road to sheer z:tzjidelz?J;. Few, except Catholics, appear to
realize this; but it is "as plain as a pike staff" nevertheless. No, gentlemeu
of the University of Michigan (and of other "State Universities") it won't do!
Condemn small colleges if you like: we will go with you there, to some
extent: but don't try to cram .·what you call "unsectarian' education down
our Christian throats. What is to be done then? you will ask: how is the
evil to be remedied? Well, if we were called upon to make a suggestion ,
.we should say that a few great denominational universities-Catholic, Protes-
tant Episcopal, Presbyterian, Methodist, and so forth-\vould be far better
substitutes for the small colleges, than unsectartan State Universities of the
type which the Chromcl« advocates. And here, in a few words, we anticipate
the objection which we see rising to your lips. Our plan, you say, would
confirm and intensify existing prejudices. But remember, gentlemen, that
what you (and His Satanic Majesty) call "prejudice," wecall Fauh.
[874.} 'I dle iVotes~
II)L}~ NOTES~
T H E December Examinations having been held, most of the studentsleft upon the afternoon of the 22d ult, for their respective homes, to
spend the Xmas holidays with their parents and friends.
Those who remained, as lnany did, on account of the distance of their
homes from the College, were amply provided by the Fathers with everything
that might serve to pass the time pleasantly. On Christmas Day a large tree
was set up in the Refectory, from whose stout limbs hung a goodly array of
presents which were distributed during the evening.
But the holidays "have now passed, and the students have once more left
behind thern the pleasures and COIn forts of h0111e, in order to return to the
bosom of their Alma 3/fater. The yard, which during the vacation looked
dreary and lonesome enough, has renounced this gloomy aspect, and reas-
sumed its usual cheerful look. A.nd as our eyes glance over the play-ground
and see that it is unchanged, we almost begin to doubt if we have "left it; and
then we feel at horne, as a matter of course.
THE Dramatic Society has elected the following officers for the ensuing
half session :-flernlann B. Peyton, Vice President; Alcide .L. Veuve,
Secretary; Jas . F. Dunne, Treasurer; Julien Burling, Prompter; N. F·
< Brisac, Censor. Committee on Cast of Characters-s-Mcssrs. \¥. P. Veuve, H.
B. Peyton, L. C. Winston, N . F. Brisac and P. lVIalloll:,. Committee on Selec-
tion of Plays-l\'1essrs -~. L. Veuve, J. F. Dunne and J ulien Burling.
The Society has suffered a severe loss by the departure of some of its best
speakers from the College; but we think that the remaining mem bel's \vill
make up by increased energy, for their deficiency in numbers.
THE weather (time-honored topic for.those who have nothing else to speak
about 1) is, though fine, intensely cold, especi3:lly at early morning, and is con-
sequently the cause of much complaining on the part of those students who
are accustomed La late rising in winter. It is beginning to be a noted fact,
we think, that the weather is getting colder and colder every year; so that,
perhaps, we shall soon revel in the pleasures of an Eastern winter, We hope,
however, that our summers will not increase proportionately in warmth: for
we have no tastes for the sunstrokes of New York.
·I dle lVoles. IJan.
WE are glad to record, from time t? time, the gifts which are constantlv
being received by the College from various sources. Visitor s, on first enter-
ing the "Fathers' Garden" cannot help admiring the 111any rare plants and
flowers which adorn it, the orange and lemon trees laden with their golden
fruit, and "last, but not least, the num bel' and variety of the feathered race, that .
charm our senses by their beauty of ,plumage and sweetness of song. To
these latter a handsome addition has been rnade in the shape of a fine Mock-
ing-Bird (J11/nuts j.Jo[yg-lot/us)opresented by our fellow-student Francis Cavag-
naro. The specimen, though too young to sing at present, will soon be .able
to add his mimicking tones to those of his fellow-songsters that enhance and
enliven the beauty of our pleasant College Garden.
Lt~ the Philaletbic Literary Society, IVIr. \V. B. Howard has been elected
Treasurer, "NIL L. C. VVinstoI1, Censor, and NIr. Walsh, Librarian; to fill the
vacancies caused by the departure of Messrs, B. P. Smith, S. ]. Fellom, and
V. M cClatchy from the College.
1'HOSE long faces of gloomy melancholy, of which specimens are always on
hand at this season, are few and far between; for horn e-sickness, the usua 1
consequent of a happy vacation, is not by any means so prevalent now as .\:ve
have seen it in former times,
STUDEl\TS, 'THE OWL sends you greeting, and his best wishes for your suc-
cess during the corning half-session! And ~e hopes that )/OU will not be for-
getful of 'hlIJl, but will brighten his solemn face now and then by showing him
your interest in his welfare.
ON last" First Wednesday' we were pleased at ha ving an opportunity to
listen to some good elocution from the members of the First Rhetoric Class.
The young gentlernen all spoke well, and evinced .great taste in this branch of
study. The naln~s of the gentlemen who entertained us so pleasantly are
Messrs. ·D . O. Furlong. T. Morrison, L. C. Winston, W. Cardwell, S. ]. Fellorn
and C. Ebner.
Tnn Philhistorian Debating Society has reorganized, with the following list
of officers, with which we have been furnished by the Recording Secretary:-
Jno. Nl. Callaghan, Vice President; C. l\IcClatchy, Recording Secretary; R.
M. Soto, Corresponding Secretary; C. A. Roundey, Treasurer; T .. Tully,
,Censor ; A. Martin, Librarian; las. Smith, Assistant Librarian. We are glad
to hear that this Society is "up and doing," .and "we wish it every success.
Idle .1.Vo/es. t i'l
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WE miss S0111e "old familiar forms" both from the yard .and from the class-
roorn. And as for those who have left us, to begin their journev through this
life, let them be assured that our warmest SYIU pathies are with them, and that
in whatever field they may choose to encounter life's struggles, we shall ' ever
wish them all manner of prosperity. ' And moreover, we think, old friends,
that Father 0701 would be glad to hear from yOll sometimes, especially if you
would enclose him S0111e literary or scientific contribution wherewith to fill
his pages. However, if your cares and responsibilities should preclude the
possibility of your engaging in literary pursuits, we ,do not know, indeed but
that he would be thankful if you could find a minute's time to drop hirn a
little (gold) note that would secure for you a year's subscription to his maga-
ZU1e. A 1-1:appy New \Tear 1
'THE Junior Dramatic Society has reorganized, and has elected the follow-
ing officers :-L. Palmer, Vice President; Jas. Smith, Secretary; l\. l\1cCone,
Trcasurer ; W. Schofield, Censor; G. H. Roundey, Stage Manages, (reelect-
ed); \V . Davis, Costumer ; C. l\IcClatchy, Prom pter, (reelected).
; It is with great pleasure that we give a place to this report, fur we have not
only been much pleased at witnessing the . efforts of these young amateurs
but have been truly astonished at the great taste which they have evinced
for dramatic speaking. Hitherto their efforts have been confined to private
entertainments in the ' College, but we think that the time has now arrived
when they might throw open the doors to the public without rnuch apprehen-
sian. , We are much m israken if they would not meet with as favourable a
reception in such an event, as has frequently been the fat of the senior stu-
dents. We hope that their improvement may continue to be as rapid as it
has been heretofore, and that their success ll1ay be commensurate therewith.
WE have received notice of the organization of a base-ball club among the
students of the Junior Division, -to be called the "Roug~ and Ready B.B.C."
T'~1e officers are-l\1r. R. Kr nna, S. ]., President; C. Arguello, Vice President;
G. Norris, Treasurer; J. B. Chretien, Censor; J. De la Cruz, Captain rst
Nine. As a matter of course this notice came from the "small bOYS," but in
this, we think our juvenile friends show themselves wiser than their older
companions; for they are evidently aware of the importance of the physical
part of education, which the boys of the First Division seem to have forgotten.
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Credit» /01' the montli oj Noiember as read on lVed'nesday, December 1st 1873.
ou HH;rrIAN D()C'l'IUNE.
Ist Class-A. Bell so, J. Cardwell ~)O. C. E1Hier 95, D. Furlong 70, "V. Furman 70
C. Mcfllatchy 75, A. ~lcColle 70, .1. Machado 95, L. Pahner 98. A. Pierotich 70
J. F. Smith, 98, B ..Soto 98.
2d Class-J. Aguirre 7G. H. Arguello 70, A. Bandiui 100, J. Bernal 80, J. Callaghan
82. V. Clement 70, P. Colombet 75, Alf, Den 72. lYL Dohahne 77, R. Enright 70,
.J. Enright 74/f. Hanley 77. G. Hopkins 7f>, J. Hudner 75, 11. Hughes 70. J. R~elly
70, .J. lYIcI{innoll 80, F. Lacoste 74, G. Norris 80. J. Sa nromau ria, F'. Scully 7;),
G. Seifert 74, H. Sheridan 95. \V. Smit.h 84, n. Spence 76, e. Taylor 73, T. Tully
75, L. Vella 72, L. vVolter 00, J. F. \Valsh 100, X. Yorba 70.
3d Cla['-8-(:. Arguello 90, E. Auzeruis 95..J. Anzerais 70, G. Barron 85, A. Bowie 100.
F. Cavagnaro 70. J. Cavagnaro 100, J. Chretien 70, J. Cima 70. J. De Ia Cruz 90,
.:\. Dinklage 80, T. Dowell 100, T. Ebnpr 100. A. Garasche 100, D. Harvey 90, g
Bohlen 90, J. Hopkins 90 C. Moore 100, J. j:Ieyerd gO, (~. Miles tOO, A. ~liil1er
100, .J. 1\11 urphy 100, P . .1\1 urphy 70, J. Olcese 70, A. Pacheco 70. E. Pierson 95,
v\'. Schofield 95, A. Spence 79, V. Versulovlch 100, vV. Proctor 100.
SPANISH CHIUSTIAN Doc'rUINE.
G. Loweree 80, J. Wolter 70, Aug. Den 70, F. Chavez 70.
l\IENTAIJ PHILOSOPHY.
W. Veuve 75, A. Vcuve 70, W. I-Ien~f(Jl'd 7U.
NATunAT~ PHILOSOPI~Y.
N. F. Brisac 70, J. Dunne 76, T. Morrison 72, B. Smith 70, J. Walsh 72. L. C. Win-
ston 70.
ELE:\fENTARY CIIEMISTUY
A. Bell 78, T. Morrison 75, ~J. vValsh 76, "V. Howard 75, T. rrully71, T. Durbin 70.
A:r\ALY1'ICAL CHEMISTRY.
L. Pinard 86, B. Smith 82, N. F. Brisae 82.
1st Class-C. Ebner 75, J. Cardwell 75.
2<1 Class-A. Bell 80, N. F. Brisac 100: J. Burling 80, J. Dunne 75, S. FellolIl 72, w.
Gray 100. w. Hereford 100, \V. Howard 100, T. Morrison 10D,H. B. Peyton 100,
B. Smith 90, T. Tully 75, J. 'Valt-h 100, L. C. Winston 100.
3d Class-D. Berta 90, V. Clement 98, J. Herman 96. L. Partridge 95, G. Roundey
98, R. Soto 100, B. Yorba 07.
GHEEK.
2d Class--..:...w. Gray 85, H. Peyton 80, "Y. Veuve 85.
3d Class-J. Walsh 71. L. C. Winston 74.
4th ClaRS-C. Ebner 90, R. 801.0 00, B. Y<H'ba 74.
5th Clnss-J. Callaghan 75, M. Donahue 70..J. Ebner 70, J. Herman 100, L. Partridge
80, C. Quilty 94, J. Smith 90, T. Tully 70.
LATIN.
2d Class-W. Gray 80, T. Morrison 75, II. Peyton 75, W. Veuve 80, L. Winston 75
3d Class-W. Hereford 70, n. Soto 90, J.. W:11sh 77.
4th Class-J. Hermun 85, B. Yorba 80.:
5th ("]ass-J. Aguirre 78, J. Bernal 75, J. Callaghan 85, J. Chavez 75, M. Donahue
S5, J. Ebner 75, tT. Machado 75, A. McCone 90, C. McClatchy 90. L. Partridge
00. C. Quilty 90, W; Schofield 85, J. Smith 95, C. Stonesifer 82, T. Tully 75, X.
Yorba 70.
L
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. IUIETOHIC.
1st Class-No F. Brisao 98, w. Cardwell 70, C. Ebner 70. D. Furlong 71, T. Morrison
76, B. Smith 77, L. C. Winston 77.
2d Class-A. Bandini 72, \V. Gray 90; L. Partrid,« 70, R. Soto 84, T. Tully 70, J .
vYalsh 87, B. Yorba 70.
GRAMMAIt.
lst Class-J. Aguirre 80, V. Clement 72, W. Davis 96, J. F:nright i75, G. Gray-In), G.
Norris 70. J. Srnith 98, \V. Smith 70.
2d Class-·J. De Ia Cruz 84, ~1. Donahue 70, T. Dowell 88, F. Ebner 78, I-I. Freuden-
thaI 79, A. Garesclie 75, T. Hanley 70, W. Harrison 70, R. Kifer 70, G. l\'liles 80,
J. l\'Ios~ 70. J. Norris 70, L. PrllZZO 70, C. Qnilty 85, W. Schofield 70. It Sheridan
82, R. Spence 70, E. Stanton 80, G. 'I'renougb t 70. C. Welti 78, X. Yorha 79.
3d Class-E. Anzerais HO, G. Barron 75. D. Berta 82, H. Dinklage .75, .J. Harvey 70,
J. Meyers 70, C. Moore 9U, A. 11iiiler 80. P. Murphy 70, E. Pierson 80, W. Proc-
tal' '80, w. Handall 70, L. Vella 80, V. Versalovich 80, J. vVoiter 70, J. Bonnet. .
70, J. Donahue 75.
FHENCH.
2d Class-A. Bandini 80, J. Bernal 79, F. Chavez 74, "V. Schofield 71, n. Spence 79.
R. Soto 100.
3d Class-R. Arguello 90, .J. Callaghan 92, w. Davis 90, It De Ia Vega 80, T. Dowell
100, G. Gray 73, W. Gray 98, J. Harvey 75,V. Vidauretta 75.
SPANISH.
1st Class-J. Herman 75.
2d Class-C. ~IcClatchy 70.
3d Class-C.Georget 75. G. Hopkins' 70, J. Hudner 75, A. Pacheco 70, L. Partridge 90
E. ,Stanton 70, C. Stonesifer 90.
L GER1\fAN.
C. Ebner 90, F. Ebner 80, N. F. Brisac 70, L. Pruzzo 80, X. Yorba 85, L. Hihn 76, E
Auzerais 80. .
ARITHMETIC.
let Class-i-H. Bowie 71, J. Cavagnaro 70, P. Colornbet 90, W. Davis 75, J. Enright
100, R. Enright 80, J. Budner 100, E. l(idd 85, H.. I{ifer 70, P. Mallon R5, J. C.
~loss 80, G. Norris 90, L Pruzzo 76, "V. Handall 75, F. Scully 90, J. Smit.h 9~,
\V . ~Illith 90, l-t Spence 74, C. Stonesifer 92, L. Wolter 75, C. Quilty 100.
2d Class-E. Auzerais HO, F. Chavez 70, J. Chretien 70, r. Dowell 70, H. Freudenthal
100~ w, Furman 80. C. Hoffmann 85, G. Hopkins 70, H. Hughes 70, .J. Norris 70,
VV. Schofield 99. w. Sears 90, E. Sheridan 80, G. Taylor 99, F. Chavez 87, G.
Trenought 70, C. vVelti 90
3d Clas15-J. Auzerais 70,A. Arriola 75, G Barron 70. R, Brenham 70, C. Cleaves,
70, H. Dinkluge 70, J. Donahue 75, F. Ebner 100, J. :Hanck 70, C. MileS 70, P.
Murphy 80, A Muller 70, J. Olcese HO, E. Pierson 85. G. Procter 85, G. Seifert 80,
L. Vella 75, V. Versalovich·85, C.Welti 70, A Young 70.
BOOK-KEEPING.
lts Class-A. Bell 100, H. Bowie 96, J. Cavagnaro 75, P. Colombet 92, T. Durbin 90,
C. Ebner 95, T. Morrison 100. A. ~lcCone 98, A. Pierotich,80, G. H. Roundey
100, B Yorba 100.
2d Class-J. Aguirre 88, E. Auzerais 97. J. Bernal 80. D. Berta 96, V. Clement 96,
w, Davis 90, R. Enright 90. D. I{idd 98, B.. I{ifer 80, C. McClatchy 100, J. ~".
Smith 96, G. Taylor 86, C. Welti 88, R. 'Vallace 96. L. Wolter 85, X. Yorba 86.
3d Class-rI'o Dowell SO, F. Ebner 70, H. Freudenthal 100, VV. Harrison 80. C. Hoff:
man 75, J. Hudner 90, J. C. Mosa 98, E. Pierson 78, W. Randall 72, W. Sears 80,
~. Sheridan 90, E. Stanton 89, G. Loweree 94, C. Quilty' 100.
HEADING AND SPELl.ING.
1st Class-'T. Clement 74, W. Davis 96, T. Do\vell 94 H. Freudenthal 72, J. Hanley
70, 'V. Harrison 73. J. Moss 80, A. .Muller 83. P. Murp11Y 76, A Pierotich 93,
J. Sanroman 78, C. Stanton 87, L. Wolter 70. F. Cleaves 72, J. Day 100, E. vVelti
72, D. Gray 73, J. Rudner 94, II. Hughes 80.
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2d Class--E. Auzeruis 70, A. Bl'cker 70, J. BOnl)et 86, J. Cavagnaro 70, R. De la Ve-
ga 90, Aug. Dell 70. 1-1. DinkLtge 70, A. Garesche, 70~ J. Harvey 70, C..J. Hoffman
VB, J. 11opki11S 85, VV. Hoj.kins 75, G. Markhum to, J. Mclt.innon 95, C..Moore
70, J. n. Murphy 70, E. O'Connor 75, J. Olcese t:,5, E. Pierson 88, L. Pl'llZZO 78.
w, ~ea1'8 90, U. Seifert 70, S. 811eridan U8, J. Wolter 87, J. Boyter ~2, J. DOllH-
hue U2, H. Fanner 00, D. Quilty 70, G Shaler 70. lL Murphy 70, H. 'I'reuouglit
70, 11\ llanck ~O.
3d Class-v\'. (::iillJert 78. 1\1. S~ Hoffman 90, E. HQlclen 70. D..Jones 98, E. LUlllolle
70. w. Iiandull 74, l-t, Iicmus 80, i, Souc 78, V. VaJ'~alo\'idl 75, A. Ygual 70, C.
Gutierres 79, F. Shu.er H9.
~LOClJTJON
1st Class-D. FurJong 80, T. Morrison 70. L. C. VVi118ton 70.
2d Clas3-A. Eell 70, J. Hermann 70, J. Callaghan 75. L. Palmer 75. C. Stonesifer 7'0"
J. Walsh 70. . .
B<l Cl:l~~-J. Aguirre ~B, H. Brenlunn 70, V. Clement 72. \V. Davis 90, H. Enright
. 70, \V. Furman ~ 0, J. Franklin 70, P. Mallon !)(), A. ~lcCone 135, J. ~icI(innon 75?
A. Pierotich 7(), J. F.SIll:th 90, "Jus. Smith 78; O. Orona 73, J. u., 98, P. COIOlil-
Let 80, H. lIng-lie::; 95, D. f{jdd .o, R. Euright 74. .
4th CjH~8-.M. Donahue ~6, T- Dewell 8G. C. Quilty ;. 6,\V. Schofi(~Ic1 7G, C. w-u: 70. . ~ I
5th Class-V. Barron 75, J. Harvey '75, J. 1-101'kin8 70, D. Jones 70, G. Mark ham 75 r
A. Muller 75, J. Olcese 80, J. Pierson 70, B.. He1l1US 70, L. Vella 76, J. Donahue
70.
PENM.A1'\SHU>.
Ist Class-J R Arguello 80, J. Bernal 75, W. Cardwell 75, A. L. Den 70, J. A. Day 75 7
T. Hanley 70, D. Kidd 70, J. l\1aclJado 76, V.:NlcClatchy 80, .J. Norris 78,I-t lle-
m us 80, J. Sanrornan 70, R. De In Vega 80, l{ Eurig-In 70, J. Aguirre 70, P. l\ial-
Ion 70.
2.d ChH~S-E. Auzerais 7'5, C. Arguello 74, B. Brenham 75, D. Berta 86, r, CU111aril1o
77, l-r, Chavez ';4, J. Chretien 75, V. Clement 80. D. Casey 75, F. Cleaves 72, 1-1.
Ch rist ln 75, '1'. Dowell 77. Fl. Dll1kJage 70 ,J. FICI'IlWl111 80, J. Harvey 75, C.
Hoffman 81. P. Hi 11 72·, H. KHer SO, A. Lowerce 7'0, G. Markham 75. J. Olcese 72,
'.J . Pulsifer 70, C. Stonesifer to, \;Y. Schofield 74, T, Tully 72, G. Trenought 77,
J. Wolter 72. C, vVelti 73, 1\1 Ylisuliturri 73, 11. YorlJa 75, A. Den 70, F. Frank.
75, L. Bihn 70, \V. Harrison 70, F . Lacoste 75, G. Seifert, 70, J. F. Smith 70, F .
Sanchez 80, V. Vidau retta 77, A. Young; 70.
Bd Class-A. Bowie 71, F. Burling 71. A. 6. Becker 71, J. Boyter 70, F. Cavagnaro
70, .J. Ca vuguaro 75, P. Cannon 71, C. ELner 7'2, J. En right 70, F. Fanuer.74,
1-1. Freudenthal 70, A. Garesche 71, H. I l ughes 75, D. Jones 78, T. Leahy ~2, P.
( Murphy 70, C. 1\1 ik-s 7 l, L. Pl'l1ZZ0 ~ 7, E. Pierson 71, A. Pacheco 73, \V Proctor
7~, w. Sears 75~ F. Scully 71, H. Sheridan ~~ A Sper.ce 76. G. Shafer 75, F. Sha-
fer no. V. Versulovicli 78, L . Vel la ~3. E. 'VeJti 72, - Hoffmun vo, E . Holdeu'll.
:NI. F Hauck 70, C. Quiity 70, J, E. Smith 70, \'Y. 'I'renought 70.
DRA'VING.
A. Arriola 85, J. Auzerais ~5, D. Berta so. A. Bowie 75, F. Burling 70, B. Brisao 70 1
V. Clement 80, C. ~lcClatch~' 75, L. Partdc1ge 75, A. Pierotich 75, H. Remus 90,
J. Snnroruan no, O. Seifert 74,1\1. Donahue 75, P. l\1allon 75, I-I.lVlarting 70.
PIANO.
. H. Bowie 80, C. Ebner 80, L. 1-1ihn 78, \V. Handall 75, V. Vidaurreta 75, W. Gray 75,
J. Sheridan 75, T. Hanley 70. \V. Gilbert 70, G Barron 70, A Loweree 70, F Gam-
bert 70,
VIOLIN• .
})'J '\i ~,' 80. R. Enright 90, G. Gray 90, w. Sears 90. J. Chua 70, ~I. Donahue 7;), A, ,
Snence 85, L. Palmer 75, J. Pulsifer 70, T. Morrison 90, J. Burling 95, P. Mallon
70, '
VOCAL MUSIc--E. I-Iolden 75, A. :Nluller 70, V. Vidauretta 75.
CORNE'r--N. Brlsac 75.
FLUTE.-A. Bandini 87.
GUITAR-T. Dowell 77, F. Ebner 75, N. Robles 75.
---0---
[Classes of the PUEPARA'l'UH.Y DEPAnTMEN'f are omitted.] _
High~st number of credits given, 100. Recipients of 70 and over only mentioned
1874.]
ATRONIZE
327 & 32 9
First Street.
SAN JOSE.
LEADING SHOE STORE.
Own-make Shoes kept
in ordinary repair,
F R E E .
-- - - - ---- - - ._-- - -- - -- - - - - - -
~~ H~ IIIN8~~N~
M~~(QJlIJlN~l; ~JLlItLQ~ ~
(l'lext door to lfl(~Lls, pIn',(j0 &i c..», Sa ntee C'lu?·a.)
"' .AKES t hi- llH·tlH)cl of :lIlII01l11('ill~' to t h« Stlldpll1fo' of Santa Claru
Collejr«, a. d t ll(~ Public ill gt.11l\ :nd, 111:\1, he i:-; 110'" prepured to fur-
ni-h lIeat fitLi!l~' suit« at prir-es to suit tIll' t1111<:'S. A large assort.meu t of
G()o(l~ n.l wnvs Oil 11:1l1(:l, :111<1 orders executed in a muuuer that cauuot
filii to suit tile most Iusted ious.
Prices reasonable and satisfuetlon guaranteed.
[Jau,
----- ------ ----
------- --..._--_.. ---
Cor. Frank lin and Main RtS .• Santa Clara.
F. B. KIXGTON,
CHASs BOSSERT,
Bread and Biscuit Baker.
KAST'S
.Payot.. Upham & CO.
Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
. and Publishers, .
6~O (.\'1 6~~ vV:l~lliilgLPJl-~tl't·tlt~
f-..~/lN .J?]l.!1 N (/ i }. ... o ()
i .I<'mihiouahle ShHe Store, ~
. 322 & 324 Bush Str~et·,
SAN i=RANCISCOa
E. LAMORY,
MARIPOSA STORE
Fancy Pastry and Confectionery mude to
order on the shortest notice.
G. 1. TUH;\1 EI~.
Turner & Kington's
Santa Clara Cracker Manufactory,
COl'. Franklin and Lafayett« sts.
DR. N . KLEIN,
Surgeon G Dentist,
Office, Balbach's Building,
No. 284, Santa Clara St., San Jose.
S. A. ELLIOTT & Co.,
Washington street, Santa Clara,
(N ext door to Post Office.)
Stoves, Tinware, Lamps" Oils,
and General Furnishing Goods.
~Repairing done.
JOHN DEVINE,
B. HICKS,
Boot & Shoemaker,
Fr«Ji,kLt Ji,-.-;t, , f"( tut. l Uurra.
--_._-----_. __.
T)I~ALER IN
Gl'oe<:1'ip~" PI'()vi:-'i{)ll~, vYille~, I~i­
qtlOl'~, Cigars rrol):u'eo, «tc.,
No. 351. First st., San Jose.
Professor of
Gents & B~ys Bo?ts_made to order.
Nt) fit, no Pay !
MAX. BENDER,
JOSEPH STEWART,
Fruuk lin st., ~allta Clara,
(Next do(11'1.4) Duucau's fruit store)
Hair Cutting,
Shaving,
Shampooing
. and Hair Dying.
Drawing, German & Spanish
at Santa Clara College.
Is prepared to give Private Lessons in
the above to a limited muu her of Pupils,
either at Santa Clara or San Jose.
AUGUST HABICH;
Santa Clara Store,
()pp()~ite .~ : l ll t a (q;jJ'H Coll(lgt·)
'VII(";'lll~ale' .u.d ]~(t;lil . ])<':1It)I' ill
GroceTi('~, l)rpYl:--1( ;ill:', Cig:lr~, To-
bncco, Liquors, ot c. .
~ }\ll killd:, of produce take"1l ill'
exchausr«, 0]' purchused .u rt'glllal'
·1\1urket l~aH:·~·. "
LOUIS CHOPARD, Balls and Partaes supplied on reasonableterms-
-:
l\lA:r\U}1'ACTUlt;Elt .-i:r\D DL~:ALEI{, IN
tIIJ!~Watches, Diamonds
.- --~~ Jewelry, etc.
No. 2(;5 Aueerai» Block,
Santa Ulara St., ,"an Jose.
Jos. Piscioli & CO.,
Santa Clara Chop House,
(Odd Fellows' Bullding.) Franklin street.
All the deiicacies of the Beason on hand.
1874·1 Tlie " Owl" Advertising Supplemea. iii
< I
, i
JOHN F. TOBIN,
DE.\LEH IN
Fruits, Pipes, ·Nuts, Cigars, Con-
fectionery, Tobacco, Stationery,
~altt!J (~ood~. ~t) ·el~tn,lr&i, &t.,
N. ~v. Cor, Wf1s1dnyton & F1'o,nlcan 8t8.,
SANTA CLARA.
.LEDDY BROTHERS,
DEALEHS IN
Beef. Pork, Mutton, Veal, Lamb,
etc., etc.
Stall No 1, City Market, San Jose.
¥IRE- PROOF BRICK HUILDING
No. 386, First st., - - SAN JOSE,-
Barry & Wallace, Proprietors:
I:irrt-class Horses, Carriages and Buggies
r.n the most reasonabIe terms. Orde rs
I romptly attended to.
e>
Q5)
0J
o
~
G
co~fnj
~I~I
~(Ij)
~
~
---_._.._------ ---
MORGAN &EASTERDAY
Hensle~ Block, Sa~ta Cl~ra st.-,
The best variety of
Metalic Caskets, Black Walnut,
Rosewood and Plain Coffins
Always on hand.
Orders by teleqrapt: prurnptly fiiled.
E'lnbalmillfl done in the best possible
1nanner, [0'1" ."Jhiplltent tothe o tecte«
amd. eleeurh.ere,
Reference given.
i .
\
1\'
Fall and Winter Goods,
:F'l~ ( ) Jl rfHE
I
Leading Manufacturers of the East and
Europe.
.JOlIN ~1. Cf\DY~
No; 34.0 Santa OlaraBtreet, San Jose,
(Coruer of ~ee()nd Street .)
Hus justreceive.l t Il t l lllo:-;t en)lll']t>te :lllfllH':'L a:,:,orl('d -t.ock (.f·Foreign
and Domestic Cloths, Oassimeres arid Vestings, (lye)' brought
to Sun J\~~e 10 d(,li~·IIt. t.he t'Vt'~ of Y()\lllU' U'('llrlplllVlI, ,
rrlllS':gr~llld St()el~:': e()ll~i~l:-o,' ill ' 1','1, t:ot' French Beavers and Oassi-
meres;::',~cotch and English V?s tings, French Velvets and'
Valenc~a .Vest ln·gs, etc. :
'i ' I '
· 1874.] \ 1/I,e"Owl" .Itclvertisi?if/ Supplement,
Banking House,
OF
gQ~~lW(ooMLIONf ~ B:YLAh:OO~~
Corner of First and Nauta Clara streets ;
SAN JOSE.
Receive Genenil and Sp ecial Deposits in Gold , Silver and Currency, deal in U- ~
Bonds and Legal Tenders, and do a General Banking Business.
]jl~A,V EXOlIJ\NG_E (>N
DONUHOE, I~EJ..tLY, & (·o., :San. Fran.cisco.
hUGE:VE I~ELLY, & Co,; Ne,v York.
eONSOIAID-t\'I'ED B r\NK t Limited.) London.
BA.NI~ O 'i~' . .IRE~i\NQ, f .pul)lill.
TELEGRAPHIC TRAN3FERS MADE OIi NEW YORK
HIBERNIA SAVING AND LOAN SOCIETY.
M:. D. S\;VEENY.
C. D. O'~ULLIVA~ ,
JOHN SU LLIV AN.
R. J. TOBIN
N. l~. COL l\[OJlt~·()11H.)J·Y (.~ Jlarket ~trtJ('t~, Sun l~"ralll'i~t().
'o/'E~~ 'Eo __~~~~
oFFICEFS:
Vice I'resident.c-C; D. O'SULLIVAN ..
Tl:.lISTEES:
i .xr. tJ . O'CO~NOR,
I P. lY[c AIL\ N .I G u-,~rr.\VE ~rOUCI;AH.D.
,JOS..-\ . D<.JNAlIOL,
PETEH, DONOHUE: .
11'fff/Jurer.. . ED\VAI~D ~IARTIN
.4tto]'JU7/.... . 1<'!CtlAHlJ TOBIN ,
" . • J'-/~'/~ __ ' _..... "-"'-"-~~ •
Remittances from the country may he sent thi'ough \V<.}J1~. Fargo .\'- Co's Express office , or hya<
reliable Banking' House, hut the Socie ty will 110t be responsible for their - ato delivery. The sigrra ,
tnre of the depositor should accompany the first deposit. A paper pa~~ book will be delivered to ~h e
agent by whom the deosi t is made.
...••$~t!=P
eposits Received from $2.50'upwards
~~V'V,-,",~ ••~._,,~, •••~E'o/' ~. ·V-
Office Iiour», from. :9 A.M~ to 3 P.M.
s.,G () 0 D
Q
)
SAN'T.A.. CL.A..:R.A-_
1/1(3 "0 ot" . i (!uer/i.-dufJ Supplement. llan.
-:
L~ ·LiOH~
.281 and ,285, Fir-st Street, San Jose.
DEALEH IN
Dry Coods, Clothing, Boots, Shoes, Hats, Furnishing
Goods, Trunks, \Talises, etc ..
S~N JOSII -C~fI'II' · Brf)flIi'~
No. 290, °F i 'f 'St Street,
(Next to 'VeIls Fargo & Co.'s Otllce .)
Carpets, Oilcloths, Matting, Window Shades .Upholstery
o Goods. etc., etc.
GEO. B. ~{CKJ1:E~ ,
3f)1 FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
Paints, Glass, Brushes, Paper Hangings & Artists' . Materials
lVindow Sllades of every size and deserlptlon made to order.
Interior Decorations: Brushes of all kinds: Looking-gtass
Plates, etc., etc.
JOSE
Statuary, Mantel Pieces, Tombs, Fountains, Head Stones, and all descriptien of
Marble Works. Designing, Modeling, and. every sty le of Wuuu and Stone Carving
P. o. BOX, 559
1.874·1 iiv
1\ I' ~- .\ ·U1-"" 1(-' 1'~; . / ' s.J ' ~. { ._ ..i.''- _ _ _~ j ..-.J
vVHOLESALE _lND HETAIL
CA Y A UFAC R,
~~i? 1VJil~~t ~fl~~~t " $) ~.Dl lfQ)~@)e
:;
.(N Ef\ H, ~/\N l~'E'H, N A ?\ ] ) 0 . 1
------_. ._-- - -- _ .. - ._...._._.-
C. J. Martin Co.,
Are now ill receipt of a fine and well selected stock. of
Ha\'in~ bought from first hnnds, we guaralltee to save to our customers
from 10 to 1-5 per cent; \\7(-, would ask tIle C~ollpge hoys especially
to come and look at OHI" Frvuc-h (~assinlt~l'tJs, 13<:I:lvel's aud Tuilors' Trim
miugs, \V t-' know y o u' wuu t tIl e best. and· we hav e got it for YOll.
A Liberal Discount made to Tailors.
i., - C. J. MARTIN & Co.,
.320 Il'l 'rst Street, San. It.T()s(~.
YOlJNG LilDIES' INS 17'J1Ul.E.
sr. l~IAI:'~JY'S A'C jti)I~~IY, SiL\Nrr " ,\~ CL~L\RA.
TH IS Iustitntion is conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame. and was ope/led In. Auuust 1872,to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure. for their (laughters . at a trifling
expense, a sound, moral and intellectual education ; such as will enable them to become useful
and intelligent womcn. ,
To place the benefits of this Inst irution within the reach of the greater number, the charge will
only be .'f; 1(; 1 ~e1' lJloutll, payable in advance. 'There is also a
Young Ladies' Day School.
11JjJllJ{S :-Eh,nnentary CIHt\~, pel' ,M(n~tlt '. $a 00
Prhuurv ., " ' . . . .. . . .. . . . 1.50
R;'Xl 111A :- F re'nch 'a nd Spuuisli LHllgnag( >s per Month 1.00
Piano " n " . " " 6.00
Plain vocal Music , b. • ~5
Vccn 1 rv!usi« ora l~jg"hm: 'r1 e~'.l ee , , . .. . . . .. 2 GO
]j!- <i.'~ J'--', ,I r ", .. I ' "
.J.OS~ · J.;usical . :n~htut~t
Over Spring & Co.'s Store, San.Jose.
~~an
~'1 .
t
,' eJ
viu
.~~)Jjl~!~ Q)f Nr~t~~
San Jose, Cal.
"rHIS Institution, which is incorporated according to the laws of the State. and empowered to
confer aca .lemlcal honors, commenced its 'I'wentyFlrst Annual Session, 011 Monday, August
21st, 187'2. .
The COlirse of Instruction embraces all the branches of a
thorough Education.
Tit} U Jll 8:
Ellt,rallce to lJe paid but once .•... ......' .. ' $15,00
BDard and Tuition , per quarter , , 62.50
V\' ashing, per q uarter , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50
Physicians' fees unless it nuty be preferred to liar
the hi 11 in case' of sickness, per q Harter. . . . . . .. 2,00
PinHO, Voenl Thlu~ ie, U~'ilWillg and. Painthu; form extra charges; but there
s no ex era charge for' the French, Sl)uuish or ~;e~'alilH IJan~:nH g'es, nor for Plain
Sewing' and Fancy Xcedlcwork.
Payments are reqnired to be mnde half a Session in advance.
Pupils wll! find it lunch to their advantag« to be present, a.t th e op oningof the
Session.
rrI1E 'U ll ( l ( · l · ~ i g ll ( ~ d 1leg' to iu lo rru . til( ' i uhn hitu nt s of 8:111 J()~(l, Santa
Clara, and t luir Yit'illlti(':-:, that, Ila\'ill ,~· !H,dt'et('ll all the ll('~e~~ary
al'rallgelllellt~, tlH'y an' IIO\\' }'1'('I I;\' I'(I<1 to .~j\'('I~'~~(lll~ ill
Iustrumental llI-nsie, (on 111(' Violin :lI ld })iallo,) in ,rOCS] llIusic,
, and in the 'I'heorv of lliusic. . '
Private lp~S()lIS 011 diP lYi:I JIO g'i\'pn at t he n.)~idelll'e of Pupils if desired
For further purt iculn rsupp ly to
-E. GIlJ\.MlVf.
Professor of the Violin and Piau», ntH.l of till> " i' i ll~~ I' Y of Music,
H. L. S('1HEMME'LL,
Professor of Vocul .l\ltlsi~ and the Piano.


